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The Year of the Pardon
Foreword

The Dutch Council for Refugees defends the rights of refugees and helps them to build up a new 
life in the Netherlands.

This clear and powerful mission has for many years been the guiding force for the personal 
commitment of many thousands of volunteers and employees, and is thus the foundation of  
our Association. In this report, we will describe how this mission has been put into practice  
at all levels of the Association during 2007, which was a very special year for refugees.

Above all, the year 2007 will be remembered for the pardon. At a single stroke, after  
an unrelenting campaign for a humanitarian solution, years of uncertainty for more than 27,000 
people suddenly came to an end. People who had often been here for 10 or more years, who  
had previously been refused admission but were unable to return home, were finally allowed to 
turn the page and start a new chapter of their lives in the Netherlands. The Dutch Council for 
Refugees is extremely happy this milestone has been reached. Thousands of volunteers are 
already busy supporting these refugees who want to find a place in our society.

The pardon may have ended some of the human misery of the past years, but it does  
not provide a guarantee for the future. The Dutch Council for Refugees has been very critical  
in recent years of the erosion of human rights and the declining protection given to asylum 
seekers and refugees in the Netherlands. It is essential that a critical approach is maintained  
in order to ensure that the right changes are made in the future to the policy concerning newco-
mers. A policy in which the protection and decent treatment of asylum seekers and refugees is 
given  
a central place. A policy that is not dictated by changes in the political climate, but which is 
based on sound principles and ethical values concerning protection, tolerance, and hospitality. 
A policy that the Netherlands can once more be proud of. Changes need to be made to  
legislation and the asylum procedure to obtain the right mix of speed and thoroughness in  
order to prevent another pardon being necessary in the future.

In this annual report, we look back at 2007 and the many projects and activities that we 
organised locally, regionally, and nationally with, and for, asylum seekers and refugees.  
The volunteers and staff of the Dutch Council for Refugees are not only able to find practical 
solutions to complicated problems, they are also a bridge that connects ten thousands of 
refugees with our society, helping them to find a place for themselves in the community.

Despite all the negative attention given to asylum seekers, immigrants, ethnic minorities,  
and Muslims, the people of the Dutch Council for Refugees, its many sympathisers, and the 
Association’s donors will continue to work ceaselessly to make the Netherlands a place where 
people of all different backgrounds can feel at home. We would like to thank everyone who has 
helped in any way during the past year to improve the position of asylum seekers and refugees.
We look forward to your continued commitment and contribution in the future.

Harry J. van den Bergh     Edwin Huizing
Chairman Dutch Council for Refugees    Managing Director

Edwin Huizing
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Who are we?
The Dutch Council for Refugees is an independent, broad-based, profes-
sional organisation. It consists of an Association that decides its policy, 
and a National Office that puts that policy into practice and supports the 
work of the regional branches. In 2007, there were 23 regional branches 
affiliated to the Association, with 7,000 volunteers and 440 paid staff 
who provided practical assistance to asylum seekers and refugees. The 
national organisation employs 146 paid staff. This annual report primarily 
concerns the activities of the National Office, but it also gives an impres-
sion of what happens in the branches of the Council for Refugees. The 
activities of the National Office are roughly divided into three areas, 
namely Asylum, Integration, and Community Support.

What are our aims?
Our mission: the Dutch Council for Refugees defends the rights of 
refugees and helps them to build up a new existence. The Netherlands 
has an obligation to protect refugees and to offer them a decent 
existence. The Dutch Council for Refugees works to make sure this 
actually happens in practice. The Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights and other international human rights conventions are the 
guiding principles for our work.

What do we do?
Many volunteers and paid staff assist asylum seekers during the 
asylum procedure. They help refugees who are allowed to stay in the 
Netherlands to find their feet and to integrate in our society. In 
addition, the collective representation of interests is also part of our 
work. Refugees have a right to equal treatment under the law, access 
to adequate housing, education, training, health care, and work. The 
Council for Refugees identifies problem areas in the law and makes 
proposals for ways to improve government policy. With publicity 
campaigns, media releases, teaching packs, festivals, and social 
networking projects, we strengthen the community support for 
refugees and asylum seekers.

How do we pay for it?
The Council for Refugees received funding from the National Postcode 
Lottery in 2007 totalling € 11.9 million. Furthermore, we received 
subsidies from the Ministry of Housing, Neighbourhoods, and 
Integration, the Ministry of Justice, and the Ministry for Social  
Affairs and Employment. And naturally, our work was also supported 
financially by more than 46,000 donors.

Seven achievements to be proud of in 2007  
• Under the pardon, more than 27,000 asylum seekers who have lived 

in the Netherlands for a long time will be allowed to stay here 
permanently. The result of many years’ hard work, campaigning, 
and lobbying.

•  The publication of an investigation into the detention of asylum 
seekers, which led to worrying conclusions and proposals for 
essential improvements.

•  We supported 84% of asylum seekers living in asylum seeker 
centres. That was way over the target of 75%.

•  By investing significantly in people, knowledge, and expertise, the 
Council for Refugees was able to qualify for participation in public 
tendering procedures under the Integration Act within one year. To 
support the regional branches, a separate Tendering Bureau was set up. 
Of the 59 bids the Bureau assisted with, some 70% were successful.

•  The results of the Refugee Job Offensive: 16 regional projects, 
2,265 intake interviews with job-seeking refugees, 1,408 coaching 
programs, 1,016 employable refugees, and by the end of 2007 
more than 1,500 refugees who had found paid work or job training.

•  In 2007, we had a presence at all 13 of the Liberation Festivals, 
beating the target of 10.

•  The government has approved our international programme. This 
means we are now able to offer our knowledge and experience 
about the protection of refugees to the new member states and 
neighbouring countries of the EU.

 
Four areas where less progress was made in 2007
• We are not yet having enough effect on the development of 

European legislation. This is important, because asylum legislation 
is being increasingly formulated in Brussels.

•  The Council for Refugees has been campaigning for the number of 
refugees invited annually to the Netherlands to be raised from 500 
per year to 2,500 per year. This did not happen in 2007.

•  Although the Refugee Job Offensive was successful, we have still 
not managed to receive funding from the government to cover the 
costs of the programme. This means we had to use funds from the 
National Postcode Lottery and our own fundraising activities.

•  We wanted to improve the quality of our service delivery to asylum 
seekers. However, progress has been slow, and more time and 
resources will be needed.

Dutch Council for Refugees, 
in brief
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Behind the Pardon Helpdesk
For Dora de Groot, a consultant with the Pardon Helpdesk, the result of the general elections in 2006 was a 
big relief. ‘I knew for certain then; there was going to be a pardon.’ On 2 July 2007, the Amsterdam Pardon 
Helpdesk opened its doors, and the rush started straightaway. Dora and the other helpdesk staff handle 
inquiries from people who want to know if they are eligible for the pardon. ‘You must have applied for asylum 
before 1 April 2001, and you have to prove you have been living in the Netherlands the whole time since then.’
Collecting all the evidence required is no simple matter: bank statements, declarations from lawyers or 
doctors, legal contracts, school records; anything and everything to prove you never left the country. With 
the specially developed software application, the Pardonbank, Dora de Groot can use a colour coding system 
to grade all types of official and non-official documentation. A personal testimonial accompanied by proof of 
identity is useful, but not enough on its own. The more official the document is, the higher the rating under 
the system.
After an application has been assessed by an independent committee, it has to be approved by the local 
mayor. The application is then sent to the Immigration and Naturalisation Service (IND), and they make the 
final decision about whether or not somebody will be given a residence permit. ‘I love seeing all the happy 
faces of the people when they finally get their residence permit. But of course, some applications get 
rejected. If you have been out of the country, or have spent more than 30 days in prison, or have used 
different names - which the IND sees as multiple deception - then you usually won’t get a residence permit, 
and however unpleasant that may be, it’s all part of the job.’

Dora de Groot
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Project Pardon 2007
Ever since 1998, the Council for Refugees has been campaigning  
for a pardon for those asylum seekers who have been waiting for years 
for a decision or who cannot return home. By working ceaselessly at  
a national, regional, and local level, and continuously lobbying for 
support amongst organisations, local councils, and the general public, 
we finally managed to get a result. When the new government was 
being formed, the Council for Refugees successfully joined forces with 
the city councils of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht, and The Hague to 
make sure the pardon became an official part of government policy. On 
15 June 2007, the pardon finally became a reality.  
It was estimated that around 27,000 people would be eligible for the 
pardon.
We had already started preparing for the new regulations in the spring 
of 2007, setting aside extra staff and money and setting up Project 
Pardon 2007. This preparation phase was mainly aimed at identifying 
those who might possibly be eligible for the pardon, and to mobilise 
the staff in the regional branches. The objectives of the project were: 
provide good information, gain insight into the background of those 
eligible for the pardon and their integration, exchange best practices, 
and to develop a follow-up action plan.
We commissioned TNS NIPO to carry out an opinion poll in the 
Netherlands about the pardon. No less than 75% of Dutch people were 
in favour of the pardon, and when asked, 44% said they were willing to 
help with the integration of those people eligible for the pardon.
In 2007, we spent € 125,000 on extra staff costs, a brochure, and a 
survey amongst those eligible for the pardon. Furthermore, the cost of 
our work in the asylum seeker centres went up considerably because 
assistance had to be given to a lot more people than expected as a 
result of the pardon (see chapter 2 Asylum).

Information and communication
The project got off to a really good start. The internal communication 
was especially important to make sure everyone was aware of the 
pardon and what it would mean for the Council for Refugees. More than 
250 volunteers and support workers attended information meetings 
about the pardon. They then passed the information on to their 
branches and other colleagues. Eight special internal newsletters were 
published on the theme of the pardon. Regular features also appeared 
in Compact, and the Helpdesk answered a lot of enquiries about the 

pardon. To facilitate the exchange of best practices between the 
branches, we set up a separate area on the VluchtWeb called Pardon in 
uitvoering (Pardon in Action). A special brochure was published for 
those eligible for the pardon entitled Gefeliciteerd met uw pardonver-
gunning! (Congratulations with Your Pardon Permit!), which was distri-
buted via the local and regional branches and at the offices of the IND. 
A dozen pardoned asylum seekers helped with the preparation of the 
draft and made suggestions for how the brochure could be improved. 
The brochure includes practical information about work, accommoda-
tion, education, finance, integration, and travel.
Moreover, a survey was held in the summer of 2007 by the local and 
regional branches amongst 400 asylum seekers (potentially) eligible 
for the pardon. This gave us an idea of the areas where these refugees 
will need support over the coming years. In particular, there was a need 
for help to find suitable accommodation, suitable work or training, 
treatment for medical and psychological problems, and ways to expand 
their own social network. The findings of the survey were also passed 
on to the most important external contacts and partners, such as the 
Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers (COA), the Ministry of 
Justice, the IND, the association of housing corporations Aedes, and 
Pharos. In the spring of 2008, we will identify their specific needs in 
more detail through roundtable discussions with around 60 pardoned 
asylum seekers. Another plan for 2008 is to set up a focus group to 
review our policy on the pardon.

A warm welcome
Welcome home! With this slogan, we launched a major publicity and 
media campaign in June 2007. This campaign included advertisements 
in various daily newspapers – Volkskrant, NRC, NRCnext, Trouw, 
Algemeen Dagblad, Metro, Spits, Nederlands Dagblad, Reformatorisch 
Dagblad, het Financiële Dagblad, VNG Magazine –, 60,000 posters 
across the country, a mailing to our donors, and articles in our own 
newsletters and magazines (Compact, Contouren, NAV). Dieuwertje 
Blok recorded a radio advertisement for the campaign free of charge. 
By the using this mix of communication resources, and generating 
media attention for the role of the Council for Refugees, we achieved 
our objective for the campaign: we managed to reach 15% of the Dutch 
population. Furthermore, at least half of the regional branches were 
involved in the campaign. 

1 Pardon: a big success  
The anticipation had been growing during the formation of the new government, and on 26 May 
it finally became a reality: the new Balkenende/Bos coalition government announced it would be 
introducing a pardon for asylum seekers. A huge success for the Dutch Council for Refugees after many 
years of hard work and lobbying. And a breakthrough for a large group of asylum seekers who can 
once more start planning and working on their future. Under the pardon, asylum seekers who applied 
for asylum in the Netherlands under the old Aliens Act (before April 2001), and who have lived here 
continuously since then, are eligible for a residence permit. Extra personnel, time, and money were 
spent on making sure the pardon was the success it deserved to be.
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There had been plans to hold a Pardon Festival in September as part  
of the campaign. Unfortunately, the timing was not right. Too many 
people were still uncertain about whether or not they would actually  
be given a pardon, and therefore it was too early to start celebrating.
The media campaign also caught the attention of the politicians. 
Member of Parliament Zijlstra of the VVD party asked the State 
Secretary of Justice if our media campaign was an appropriate use of 
government subsidies, and if there was a danger that the campaign 
might attract even more asylum seekers. The response of the Council 
for Refugees was loud and clear: any government funding that is 
earmarked for a specific purpose is always spent in the appropriate 
way. In other words: providing support to asylum seekers during the 
asylum procedure, and assisting refugees who are trying to build a 
future for themselves here. Media campaigns and the like are financed 
by contributions from our sponsors and donors.

The future: participation and integration
People who have been living in the Netherlands for years without hope, 
without a passport, without legal status, work, or a residence permit, 
suddenly have to become fully integrated into Dutch society.
We are developing a so-called ‘participation roadmap’ for these 
people, which will set out the path they have to follow in order to 
become fully integrated members of society. The first draft of the 
participation roadmap will be put to the branches for discussion and 
review in early 2008. Furthermore, we are developing a long-term 
programme in consultation with local councils and service providers.

In July 2007, the Council for Refugees, together with ten other 
non-governmental organisations, presented Minister Ella Vogelaar  
with a plan entitled Samen werken aan een nieuwe start voor nieuwe 
Nederlanders (Working Together on a New Start for Dutch Newcomers). 
The plan contained recommendations on how to ensure the pardoned 
asylum seekers can obtain decent accommodation, work, education, 
and health care. The emphasis was on housing. In six city council 
districts – Deventer, Groningen, Alkmaar, Utrecht, Emmen, and 
Amersfoort – networks have been formed that are working collectively 
and proactively on the next phase of the pardon. We hope more local 
councils will follow their example. In the appendix, there is a list of the 
organisations involved in this initiative.
As well as housing, work is another major factor in achieving a successful 
integration. The Council for Refugees reached an agreement at the end 
of 2007 with the Centre for Work and Income (CWI), the COA, and the 
Refugee Job Offensive, that within two years at least 3,000 refugees, 
who had been given a pardon and were still living in asylum seeker 
centres, would be helped to find work.

Eindelijk! Nederland geeft weer thuis. Het pardon is – na jaren van strijd – een feit. 
Duizenden vluchtelingen mogen blijven en hier een bestaan opbouwen.
Eindelijk kunnen zij doen wat zij al jaren willen, maar niet mochten: werken. 
VluchtelingenWerk Nederland ondersteunt hen daar graag bij. Zodat 
zij hier echt een toekomst hebben. Wij heten alle nieuwe 

Nederlanders van harte welkom thuis!

Welkom
thuis!

Kijk op www.vluchtelingenwerk.nl. Giro 123488, Amsterdam.    

Welcome home!
Finally! The Netherlands stands up once more. The pardon – after 
many years of struggle – is an accomplished fact. Thousands of 
refugees will be allowed to stay here and build new lives for 
themselves. Finally they will be able to do something they have 
always wanted to do, but which they were not allowed to do: work. 
The Dutch Council for Refugees is willing and able to help them find a 
job. So they really can have a future here. We would like to wish all 
these Dutch newcomers a very warm welcome!

Go to www.vluchtelingenwerk.nl. 
Giro 123488, Amsterdam.
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Olga Matondo
Forced to leave: Angola
Age: 16
Living in the Netherlands for: 13 years
Status: eligible for the pardon  

‘It was often difficult, but I always managed 
to stay positive. As the oldest child, I had to 
be strong. Now I want to be a newsreader on 
television. I was talking to a teacher the 
other day, and she said I have just what it 
takes. It would be great to do something like 
that. But if not, I would quite happily be a 
social worker instead.’

Welcome home!

photo Carolien Sikkenk 

Family Galojev
Forced to leave: Azerbaijan
Living in the Netherlands for: 11 years
Status: eligible for the pardon  

‘The children were so happy they cried when 
I told them the good news.’ Father Israël 
Galojev (33) can still hardly believe it 
himself: ‘We have had to wait almost 11 
years, but it worked out all right in the end. 
A huge weight has finally been lifted off our 
shoulders. I would like to get a diploma so I 
can get a job fitting satellite dishes, which is 
what I did before in Azerbaijan.’

Welcome home!

photo Carolien Sikkenk 
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Hands-on experience at the Border Detention Centre
Frederike van Straelen, an international law student, has to travel to her voluntary workplace in a police van. 
At the Border Detention Centre, a prison inside Schiphol airport, she gets to experience a less glamorous side 
of legal work. ‘Lawyers often don’t have enough time to explain court judgments and decisions made by the 
IND to their clients. That is where the volunteers come in. It’s rewarding work, and necessary too.’
Frederike is one of the 15 volunteers who work at the Border Detention Centre. The Centre is used to hold 
people who have entered the country at Schiphol airport, whose asylum application was refused by the 
Schiphol Registration Centre, and who are awaiting the outcome of their appeal against the decision. 
Furthermore, if the IND finds  somebody’s story improbable, but wants to carry out further inquiries before 
making a final decision, they can also hold them in the Centre. ‘When you prepare people for the IND inter-
view, you have to make sure they really understand how important it is to mention anything that can back up 
their story. And to say if they don’t understand something. Often their English isn’t very good, but they don’t 
like to admit it.’
The Border Detention Centre has a strict prison regime. ‘Some people feel safe here. But most of them have 
lost their faith in the authorities. There is also no limit on how long they can be held here: asylum seekers 
have to remain here as long as the courts think it is necessary or until the IND changes its mind and decides to 
send them to an asylum seekers centre.’ When asked why she became a volunteer here, she says: ‘You pick up 
a tremendous amount of useful legal knowledge doing this work. My legal studies are very theoretical, while 
here I’m getting a lot of practical hands-on experience.’

Frederike van Straelen
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Asylum applications
Asylum seekers and refugees who enter the Netherlands usually have 
to go to a Temporary Emergency Accommodation (TNV) facility first 
whilst waiting for their asylum procedure to start. When they arrive, 
volunteers from the Council for Refugees explain the asylum procedure 
to them.
The asylum procedure starts at the Registration Centre (AC) where the 
IND will interview the asylum seeker for the first time. Based on that 
interview, the IND will decide whether or not the asylum application 
can be dealt with under the fast-track AC procedure (48 working hours) 
or under the normal Investigation Centre (OC) procedure that takes six 
months. If necessary, this period can be extended by another six 
months. The staff and volunteers of the Council for Refugees help 
asylum seekers to prepare for the interviews with the IND. This means 
they make sure the asylum seekers understand how important these 
interviews are, what they need to talk about, the identity documents 
they will need to provide, to go through the specific areas of their 
flight story they will be asked about during the interview, and to 
identify any areas where they will need to provide more evidence to 
back up their story. Asylum seekers who arrive in the Netherlands at 
Schiphol airport can be detained at the Border Detention Centre (GH). 
Staff and volunteers of the Council for Refugees are active here too.
In 2007, we managed to provide information about the asylum  
procedure to almost 100% of asylum seekers during this so-called ‘first 
asylum phase’.
In 2007, a total of 9,750 people requested asylum in the Netherlands. 
Of these, 6,300 applied for asylum for the first time, while 2,100 appli-
cations were from people who had already applied for asylum at least 
once before. Furthermore, there were 1,350 other applications, which 
mainly concerned children born in the Netherlands or people who 
applied for asylum while in detention (source: IND). This was the 
lowest number of asylum applications in the Netherlands since 1988. 
The Council for Refugees is of the opinion that this drop was partially 
caused by the strict asylum policy of the Dutch government. Another 
factor was the tighter border security on the outer borders of Europe 
which stopped refugees from getting into Europe.
IND figures show that 13% of asylum applications were approved during 
the AC procedure: more than 1,000 people were given a residence 
permit. The number of applications refused at the AC fell from 29% to 
15%. This was because of the so-called exemption policy that applied 

throughout most of the year for Iraqi and Somali asylum seekers.  
This policy meant that asylum seekers from central and southern Iraq 
or Somalia were virtually always given a residence permit. Mainly due 
to the situation in Iraq, the number of asylum applications in the 
Netherlands started to rise again during the last four months of 2007.

Better service delivery
In 2006, we started working on measures to improve the quality of  
our service delivery in the first phase of the asylum procedure. This 
process continued in 2007 with more intensive support for volunteers. 
As a result, volunteers now feel they are given more support and are 
better equipped for their work, leading to better service delivery. 
To provide more structural support, the Flight Story Analysis (VVA) 
method was developed to be used by staff alongside the Refugee 
Tracking System (VVS).
The VVA gives staff a method for compiling a more detailed flight story 
in a systematic way. It helps them to determine whether or  
not an asylum seeker needs protection, and if so, the kind of support 
needed. Furthermore, it helps identify any legal options an asylum 
seeker might have, even if they are not entitled to a residence permit.

Uniform approach helps
In seven of the 50 asylum seeker centres, we carried out pilot trials: 
staff completed a flight story analysis (VVA) for nearly all newcomers. 
The aim of the pilot was to develop guidelines and training material  
for all locations. The most important conclusion was that a uniform 
approach helps staff, the lawyers, and above all the asylum seekers. 
Support workers become more proactive, and the discussions between 
the support workers and the asylum seekers are more structured.  
Our range of services becomes clearer, and asylum seekers feel as if 
they are being taken seriously. Lawyers appreciate the VVA because  
it provides valuable information for their work. However, this  
improvement has come at a considerable cost. It is still unclear  
whether or not the government will cover these extra costs in 2008.
The Refugee Tracking System (VVS) is also a useful tool for  
guaranteeing the quality of our service delivery. Under the VVS,  
a digital case file is kept for each asylum seeker assisted by the 

2 Asylum: thoroughness required
Somalia, Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Chad, Afghanistan, Colombia, these are just a few of the countries where 
people are constantly living in danger. A small percentage of all refugees1 worldwide apply for asylum in 
the Netherlands. The volunteers of the Council for Refugees are actively providing support even before the 
first interview with the Immigration and Naturalisation Service (IND) takes place. They continue to assist 
refugees throughout the entire asylum procedure. This is one of the core tasks of the Dutch Council for 
Refugees. In addition, we campaign and lobby for a fair, thorough, and efficient asylum procedure and a 
humanitarian asylum policy in the Netherlands and Europe. In 2007, we spent a total of € 10.9 million on 
our asylum work.

1 In this annual report, the term “refugees” is used for both asylum seekers and 
refugees. Legally, there is a difference: an asylum seeker has asked for asylum and 
is awaiting the outcome of the application, while a refugee has already received a 
temporary or permanent residence permit from the Dutch government.
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Council for Refugees. All decisions and other details in relation to an 
asylum seeker are kept in the case file, and can be accessed by support 
workers at all locations. This is very practical because asylum seekers 
often move from one centre to another during the asylum procedure. 
The system also helps to improve efficiency and reliability: an asylum 
seeker only has to tell his or her story once, and this can then be 
referred to and updated by other support workers whenever necessary. 
Naturally, all such information is handled in accordance with the 
Personal Data Protection Act.

Interventions
In some cases, the Council for Refugees approaches the IND pro-
actively. For these so-called ‘interventions’, the information  
collected through the VVS and VVA can be extremely useful.
A concrete example. A family from Azerbaijan – father, mother, and 
adult son – arrived in the Netherlands in 2002. The father had been 
politically active in Azerbaijan before coming to the Netherlands.  
Once in the Netherlands, the father was admitted to a psychiatric 
hospital several times because of mental health problems, and so  
was the mother. During all this time, the son looked after his parents  
in a room in an asylum seekers centre (AZC). In 2005, they were 
definitively refused. By 2007, the condition of the father had got 
worse, and the son was nearing total exhaustion. The Council for 
Refugees asked the IND to allow the family to stay. If they returned, 
they would be at risk due to the political activities of the father. 
Moreover, the medical condition of all the family members was so 
delicate, that going back was no longer an option. After this inter-
vention, the father was given a residence permit for medical reasons; 
as the mother and the son received a residence permit at the same 
time.

More asylum seekers given support
In 2007, the Council for Refugees aimed to reach at least 75% of the asylum 
seekers with its support services. This target was exceeded by a conside-
rable margin, at 84%, which meant we reached a total of 28,510 asylum 
seekers. The reason for this high figure was the introduction of the pardon, 
which gave a large number of refugees hope for the future, and led them to 
contact the Council for Refugees. We have also been more proactive in 
offering services. The diagram below shows the results for the last two 
years. Reaching a larger number of asylum seekers also meant an increase 
in expenditure. The support provided to asylum seekers in the initial phase 
of the asylum procedure cost € 5.7 million in 2007. Providing support to 
asylum seekers in the second phase cost € 500,000.

Border Detention Centre gives cause for concern
In September 2007, the Council for Refugees published a report about 
conditions in the border detention centre at Schiphol airport. The 
findings of the report gave great cause for concern. Asylum seekers who 
are not admitted to this country when they arrive at Schiphol airport are 
held at the Centre on average for almost 100 days, and some for as long 
as 381 days. This includes people who have suffered traumatic experi-
ences and families with young children. A typical case that illustrates 
the distress this can cause is that of a female asylum seeker from 
Zimbabwe who was eventually given refugee status within a few weeks 
after she arrived at a reception centre, but who initially was held in 
detention at Schiphol for 85 days. In other words, this woman should 
never have been detained.
In other cases, asylum seekers are kept in detention for long periods of 
time if they were in another European country before they came to the 
Netherlands, and have to be sent back there before they can make an 
asylum application (the Dublin Regulation). Sometimes they are kept 
for months in detention while awaiting transfer to another country, 
during which time their asylum application will not be dealt with.  
The Council for Refugees made three recommendations in its report:  
a maximum detention period for asylum seekers; asylum seekers who 
fall under the Dublin Regulation should not be held in detention; and if 
a decision cannot be made within 48 hours, asylum seekers should be 
transferred to a normal reception centre and admitted to the asylum 
procedure. We are doing our best to make sure these recommendations 
will be put into practice in 2008.
In 2006, the Council for Refugees started a campaign together with Kerk 
in Actie, children rights organisations, and Amnesty International called 
Geen kind in de cel (No Kids in Cells). With success: in April 2007, State 
Secretary for Justice Albayrak announced that children would no longer 
be kept in detention, or in exceptional cases only for a short period.

Political conditions
The government carried out a review of the Aliens Act in 2006. The 
Council for Refugees argued at the time for a whole range of improve-
ments. We waited with anticipation throughout 2007 for the changes in 
the law promised by the government. But in vain. We were, however, 
invited to three consultation meetings organised by the Ministry for 
Justice to help it prepare its proposals for changes in the law. The 
Ministry wanted to hear what organisations involved in the asylum 
procedure thought needed to be changed in the Aliens Act. This was an 
excellent opportunity for the Council for Refugees to put forward its 
own ideas, including the model for a thorough asylum procedure which 
it had developed. Other plans, such as the publication of an asylum 
barometer and a feasibility study into our own legal aid service, or in 
collaboration with a number of law firms, had to be postponed until 
2008. With the increased workload due to the pardon, there was simply 
not enough time available.

The Netherlands gets a slap on the wrist
The asylum procedure in the Netherlands is uniquely strict in several 
ways. In particular, there is the 48-hour procedure, which is much too 
short, the unreasonable burden of proof placed on asylum seekers, and 
the limited right of appeal to the courts. Furthermore, there is the 

Assistance for asylum seekers 2006 2007

Number of asylum seekers in reception 26.202  28.510 
percentage asylum seekers reached with support 72% 84%
Average number of appointments per dossier*  4,0 4,3
Support: average number of contacts per dossier 1,1 3,0*

Support: average duration of contacts  37 min 34 min

* This increase is due to the improved and expanded service delivery in the centres.
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narrow interpretation of the Geneva Convention on Refugees and the 
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights, and an 
inflexible policy towards those who have been traumatised. There is 
also the possibility of withdrawing the protection given to war refugees 
during an initial five-year period, even if the situation in the country 
has not significantly changed. The UNHCR, the Assembly of the Council 
of Europe, the UN Anti-Torture Committee, and the European Court of 
Human Rights have all repeatedly criticized the Netherlands in recent 
years.  
This happened, for example, in January 2007. The European Court  
of Human Rights gave the Netherlands a painful slap on the wrist.  
A man from Somalia had been seriously discriminated in his home 
country because he belonged to a minority group. The Court came  
to the conclusion that the man should not be sent back to Somalia  
(as the Netherlands wanted), because if he was forced to return,  
there was a risk his rights would be violated under article 3 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights. This article prohibits torture  
or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The Council for 
Refugees supported the lawyer of the Somali with legal advice and 
background information during the preparation for the hearing.  
The Court’s ruling has consequences for other Somalis in comparable 
circumstances.

National Ombudsman voices criticism
In February 2007, the National Ombudsman came to the conclusion that 
the asylum procedure did not always proceed fairly. Partly as a result 
of complaints by the Council for Refugees, he investigated a number of 
so-called ‘individual official reports’. These individual official reports 
are drawn up by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and used by the IND to 
assess the flight story of an asylum seeker. In practice, these indivi-
dual official reports have an almost incontestable status. The National 
Ombudsman came to the conclusion that the individual official reports 
in asylum cases were not always accurate. Furthermore, according to 
the Ombudsman, the IND used these reports in a very biased and  
prejudicial way. The investigation revealed that in more than 80%  
of the cases, the individual official reports led to the refusal of an 
asylum application. It is difficult for an asylum seeker to challenge this 
refusal in the courts.

They are often only given access to the documents when it is too late, 
and then a great deal of the information has been censored by the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In 2007, the European Court of Human 
Rights, in proceedings supported by the Council for Refugees, also 
criticised the value placed on the official reports by the Dutch state. 
The Council for Refugees has been campaigning for the procedure used 
to draw up such reports to be more transparent.

Return and departure
Some asylum seekers have to return to their own country. But, in the 
opinion of the Council for Refugees, only if they can live there safely, 
decently, and permanently. In 2007, we were active in two departure 
centres, work which we funded ourselves. The Council for Refugees has 
an important role to play in such centres. Experience has shown that 
the government does not always succeed in making asylum seekers 
feel like they have carefully considered all the facts and circumstances 
of their asylum story. That is why it is still necessary, even in the final 
phase of the procedure, to see if some of them might nonetheless be 
entitled to a residence permit. For example, because return would lead 
to exceptional hardship for an asylum seeker, or because an asylum 
seeker cannot return to the country of origin through no fault of his 
own. The Flight Story Analysis (VVA) can be useful in this phase as 
well. The objective criteria of the VVA helps many asylum seekers to 
accept that their future is not in the Netherlands.
Because of the pardon, however, there were a lot less returns and 
departures, and in the course of the year some departure centres were 
converted into temporary accommodation centres.
These provide temporary accommodation for families who applied for 
asylum after 1 April 2001 (and thus not eligible for the pardon), who 
have been refused, and are cooperating with their return but need 
some more time to make arrangements.
During 2007, the Council for Refugees looked at ways to develop 
suitable return support services together with a number of other 
organisations.
These organisations included Cordaid, Nidos, Pharos, IOM, Healthnet, 
COA, and SMS. In 2008, this collaboration should result in the 
establishment of a separate foundation that helps asylum seekers to 
make a successful return home.
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‘These women have so much potential’
‘When you first arrive, you feel like a small child when you’re learning the language. You don’t know 
anything about the society, the labour market, the government or politics. You become very insecure. Even 
if you used to be a doctor, an engineer, or a dentist or were ambitious and full of plans for the future. But I 
didn’t lose all my ambition.’ Zari Mousavi found there were a lot of basic activities organised for refugee 
women. ‘Those type of activities are essential. But highly qualified, ambitious women need something 
else.’ Mousavi is the creative force behind Daughters of Scheherazade, a project of the Drenthe branch of 
the Council for Refugees. More than 20 women have been following training courses in such subjects as 
communication and empowerment for more than a year now, and each woman has been assigned a coach. 
The participants include refugee women, ambitious Dutch women with ethnic minority partners, and ethnic 
minority women who have grown up here, who have vocational level qualifications, and want to develop 
themselves further. The project will continue until 2010. By then, the aim is for all of the women to be 
active in politics or government, to have a job, or to be studying. ‘These women have so much potential. 
We want to draw on their strength and experience so they become more self-confident and goal-orien-
tated. But also to answer concrete questions such as: what is the study and work culture here, how can I 
build up my own network?’ As an ambitious refugee woman from Iran, Zari Mousavi had to find her own way 
20 years ago through a lot of studying and a great deal of perseverance. ‘This project is my baby. It would 
be a shame to let the talents of all these women go to waste. One woman discovers she wants to study 
psychology. Another is a doctor who wants to work in a hospital or care home. While a third wants to be 
politically active. They are all the Daughters of Scheherazade.’

Zari Mousavi
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3 International programmes: 
exporting expertise 
European and international legislation is changing. Asylum seekers are increasingly being confronted by 
Fortress Europe. Organisations in other countries come to us for advice. In short, the work of the Council 
for Refugees covers more than just the Netherlands. After thorough research and consultation with our 
own staff, sister organisations, and other national and international organisations, we found there was a 
definite demand for our expertise. The international programme of the Dutch Council for Refugees cost  
€ 731,000 in 2007.

European regulations
The Dutch asylum policy is not developed in isolation: national legisla-
tion is being increasingly determined by European regulations, which 
eventually may even replace it altogether. For example, by 2010 the 
European Union (EU) would like to have a single European asylum 
procedure. To strengthen our presence within Europe, we decided to 
appoint our own lobbyist at the European Council on Refugees and 
Exiles (ECRE, the umbrella organisation of refugee organisations).
Jointly on our behalf, ECRE gave its response to the so-called ‘Green 
Paper’ published by the European Commission (EC) in 2007 on the 
future Common European Asylum System. In a Green book, the EC 
identifies all aspects of a problem and makes policy recommendations. 
At the invitation of the EC, concerned organisations and national 
governments gave their feedback to the EC, which can then use this 
when drawing up concrete proposals for legislation. Via ECRE, we made 
it clear that it is absolutely essential for there to be a thorough 
European asylum policy. Refugees should be allowed to enter the EU, 
and vulnerable groups, such as women, the victims of torture, and 
children, should receive appropriate protection.
Since August 2007, the Council for Refugees coordinated the 
Qualification Directive Project, which was approved by the European 
Refugee Fund. This Directive is very important for a harmonised 
European asylum policy: it defines who a refugee is and who is eligible 
for protection. We have been working on this project together with 
other European non-governmental organisations (NGOs), and sharing 
knowledge and experience about this European Directive. This project 
should eventually result in a website with case law history that shows 
how the Directive is being implemented in the different EU countries.

People on a mission
From our organisation, we made a careful selection of 55 staff – paid 
employees, volunteers, and refugees – from very diverse backgrounds, 
to take part in international programme. They are ready to contribute 
when there is a need for their specific expertise. The programme is 
being co-ordinated by the National Office. With an investment budget 
of € 250,000, the Council for Refugees raised more than € 1 million in 
2007 for international projects in 2008 and 2009.
At the invitation of our international partners, the Council for Refugees 
regularly goes on missions to research new project applications. In 
2007, this included so-called ‘orientation and identification missions’ 

to Moldavia (organisational effectiveness), Macedonia (reception of 
asylum seekers), Romania (resettlement of refugees), and Serbia 
(refugee umbrella organisation). Partners from Bulgaria, Serbia, and 
Croatia visited the Council for Refugees in the Netherlands.
Finally, our international staff took part in discussions with various 
NGOs about collaboration in the international programme. The discus-
sion partners were Forum Réfugiés for joint work in Morocco, the 
Danish Refugee Council for Serbia, the Ukraine, and Kenya, the UNHCR 
for Moldavia and Romania, and Plan Nederland for Kenya.

Projects in Europe and worldwide
In recent years a considerable number of states joined the EU. Our 
experience in the fields of legal support, integration, representation  
of interests, lobbying, and organisational development can be valuable 
for organisations in the new member states and those countries at the 
borders of the EU. The refugee organisations in these countries, on the 
outer borders of Fortress Europe, have a great desire for knowledge 
and experience.
In the Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia, in collaboration with ECRE we have 
given training courses on psychosocial help to refugees, conflict 
management, and media training. We have also been involved in a 
joint project of ECRE in the western Balkans: organisations from 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, Croatia, and Macedonia followed training 
courses on the representation of interests, media and communication, 
and policy analysis. Two of the three grant applications we submitted 
under the Matra grant programme of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
were approved in 2007. This programme supports social change 
processes and builds the capacity of NGOs in the new member states 
and neighbouring countries of the EU. From the spring of 2008 
onwards, the Council for Refugees will be carrying out the following 
projects.
In Bulgaria, we will help the Bulgarian Council for Refugees to streng-
then its organisation in such areas as fundraising and representation of 
interests. This will enable it to become a better discussion partner for 
the government and local and international organisations.
In Croatia, we will support the Croatian Law Centre, the Croatian 
Helsinki Committee, and the Croatian Red Cross with our knowledge 
about access to the asylum procedure at the border, psychosocial care, 
and media relations.
In Egypt, we will support Tadamon, the Egyptian/Multicultural Refugee 
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Council, with finance, knowledge, and experience. This is a network of 
organisations that supports refugees, which acts as a catalyst for 
multicultural dialogue between Egyptians and refugees, and which 
aims to improve the position of refugees.
In Egypte ondersteunen we Tadamon, de Egyptian/Multicultural 
Refugee Council, met geld, kennis en ervaring. Dit is een netwerk van 
vluchtelingondersteunende organisaties die de multiculturele dialoog 
tussen Egyptenaren en vluchtelingen op gang brengt en de positie van 
vluchtelingen wil verbeteren.

Long-term solutions
More than a year ago, the Council for Refugees developed a concept 
for long-term solutions to the refugee problem in East Africa together 
with the development organisation SNV. The aim of the Durable 
Approach towards Refugees in Enabling Situations (DARES) was to 
create a bridge between humanitarian aid and development coopera-
tion. The main principle of this concept is to see refugees in refugee 
camps as people with potential instead of people with problems.
A pilot project was less successful than we had anticipated. This was 
partly due to the changing situation in the East African region. Kenya 
adopted a new asylum law that gave refugees more opportunities. 
Furthermore, large numbers of refugees returned to Sudan. 
Consequently, we were unable to find enough partners who supported 
the aims of the project. During a mission to Kenya in November 2007,  

it became clear that above all there was a need for legal help in the 
refugee camps and activities to help refugees earn a living. The Council 
for Refugees will therefore be looking for partners to collaborate in 
these areas, and has temporarily put the Dares project on hold.
At the end of 2007 we became a member of PSO, the association of 
Dutch development organisations, which focuses on building the 
capacity of NGOs in developing countries. This membership will help us 
to improve our own organisational capacity and enable our staff to 
work for longer periods on projects in developing countries. We also 
applied for advisory status at the Economic and Social Council of the 
United Nations (ECOSOC) in 2007. A decision on this will be made in 
2008.

Invited
The Netherlands has had a policy since the 1970s to allow a number of 
refugees each year, nominated by the UNHCR, who have already fled to 
another country but cannot stay there, to resettle in the Netherlands. 
The Dutch government has given the Council for Refugees an important 
role in the reception and integration of these ‘invited’ refugees. The 
Netherlands met the set quota of 500 invited refugees in 2007. Our 
goal of getting the number of refugees invited to the Netherlands 
increased, in light of the millions of refugees outside of Europe, was 
not achieved in 2007. The government decided not to invite any more 
than the existing quota of 500.
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Family Kahidi 
Forced to leave: Iran
Living in the Netherlands for: 7 years
Status: eligible for the pardon  

‘We were over the moon when we heard we 
could stay. A huge weight fell off our shoul-
ders,’ says father Pejman Kahidi (35). He 
expects to find a job soon: ‘I am an experi-
enced welder, and there is a shortage of 
welders. My wife is hoping to work as a hair-
dresser. She did a course in hairdressing at 
the asylum seekers centre.’

Welcome home!

Silwart Ewaz
Forced to leave: Syria
Age: 14
Living in the Netherlands for: 7 years
Status: eligible for the pardon  

‘My father started shouting and kissing my 
mother when we heard we would be included 
under the pardon. I can still hardly believe it 
now, but it turned out all right in the end. I 
couldn’t be happier. And now I hope we can 
start living a normal life again, with a house, 
an ordinary school, and friends. Just 
normal.’

Welcome home!

photo Carolien Sikkenk 
photo Carolien Sikkenk 
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Objective: integration. Means: a restaurant
‘Unique and ambitious, this restaurant is both these things. We wanted to do it 100% businesslike right from 
the start.’ The restaurant is Werelds Eten – world-class food – in Tilburg. Liesbeth van der Schoof from the 
Tilburg Refugees and Newcomers Association (SNV), the enthusiastic organiser behind the scenes, explains 
the idea. ‘Unique, because a restaurant has never been run entirely by refugees before. Ambitious, because 
it will have to be completely self-supporting financially, and be able to compete with the other restaurants 
in Tilburg. With quality authentic dishes and three-course dinners.’
Werelds Eten started in 2007 as a grand café and a training workplace in the Huis van de Wereld (House of 
the World). The House is home to all sorts of organisations working on behalf of ethnic minorities, including 
the SNV. Now that the preparations – research, business plan, budget, staff recruitment – have been 
completed, the restaurant is scheduled to open in 2008.
Training is an important aspect. ‘The refugees need to be confident they know what they're doing. This is 
their restaurant, they will be doing the work, and they are its public face. They have already completed a 
dozen or so try-out diners, which included presentations and interviews with the local media.’
Liesbeth van der Schoof is looking to attract other partners. Because: ‘I think public-private partnerships 
can be very innovative and exciting.’ For example, the interior design was done by students from the St. 
Joost arts academy in Breda. And then Hutten Exclusieve Catering, voted best party caterer 2007/2008, also 
offered their expertise. ‘This caterer will be helping us to put together the menu.
All in all, a big success.’

Liesbeth van der Schoof
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4 Integration: a full member 
of society
Being a full member of Dutch society. Playing an active part in economic, social, cultural, and political 
life. Making a living independently and in freedom. That is what successful socialisation and integration 
means. In the 1951 Geneva Convention on Refugees, it says that providing protection also means giving a 
refugee the opportunity to integrate in the new society. But refugees are confronted with many obstacles 
in the Netherlands, such as the bureaucracy associated with the Integration Act, the Social Support Act, 
integration exams, integration programs, language lessons, and participation in the labour market.  
The volunteers of the Dutch Council for Refugees help refugees to find their way through this maze.  
In 2007, we spent € 7.1 million on this activity.

Our vision on integration
Refugees, just like other newcomers, have to take positive steps to 
make sure they become integrated. In 2007, the Council for Refugees 
published its vision on integration in a short policy document. We see 
integration as a two-way process: successful integration requires 
something from the refugees and something from the host society.
Participation, emancipation, and communication are key words in this 
process. Participation is about access to education, work, health care, 
housing, sport, leisure, and public services.
A precondition for this is equal rights under the law. Communication 
concerns the ability to make contacts within the new society. Learning 
the language is an essential part of this. Emancipation means that 
refugees should be given equal opportunities.
This vision is the basis for our work throughout the country, which has 
the aim of helping refugees to become full members of Dutch society. 
We want to become a partner and an ally of both refugees and the 
government. We presented our vision during working visits to the 
Integration department of the Ministry of Housing, Neighbourhoods, 
and Integration and with the new members of the Lower House.

Council for Refugees IntegrationBarometer
To find out how refugees integrate in the Netherlands, we need to carry 
out research. Do refugees feel at home in the Netherlands? Do they 
manage to find a place for themselves in society? What helps, and 
what does not? How do Dutch people feel about refugees? These and 
other questions are all part of a major survey carried out every two 
years known as the IntegrationBarometer. In March, managing director 
Edwin Huizing presented the IntegrationBarometer 2006 to Minister 
Vogelaar accompanied by numerous representatives from local 
councils, ministries, trade and industry, and the Council for Refugees 
itself. The study revealed that refugees nearly always feel alienated 
from society. Their situation with respect to work and income is of 
particular concern. A relatively high percentage of refugees receive 
income support. A large proportion of those interviewed had financial 
problems, which were caused by high permit fees, furnishing a new 
home, or the cost of family reunification. Taking care of family 
members left behind was also a major item of expenditure.  

They had to economise on food and clothing, did not have enough 
money to take the bus, and could only very rarely afford trips or visits 
to family elsewhere in the Netherlands.
Work therefore appeared to play a key role in the integration process. 
Refugees want to work, but find it more difficult than other immigrants 
to find a place in the Dutch labour market. Their average high educa-
tion level appears to be almost no help at all when it comes to finding 
work. Minister Ella Vogelaar said it was a total waste that so many 
refugees worked beneath their level, if they had work that is.
The situation was somewhat better when it came to social integration. 
By doing voluntary work, socialising with neighbours, and meeting 
other parents at their children’s schools, refugees felt like a part of 
society. The fact that half nonetheless often felt lonely was mainly a 
result of what they had left behind: their family and their own way of 
life. Close relationships with people from their own country proved not 
to indicate a lack of integration, but on the contrary helped refugees to 
feel at home here.
In order to facilitate their successful integration, the Integration-
Barometer 2006 contained the following recommendations: refugees 
should be given a quicker decision about their future. A situation 
should be prevented where they start their integration in debt. 
Investing in work and employment services should be given a high 
priority, particularly now there is a shortage in the labour market. 

March 2007: managing director Edwin Huizing and Minister Ella Vogelaar during the 
presentation of the IntegrationBarometer 2006. photo Martijn Beekman/Hollandse 
Hoogte
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Structural contact between refugees and Dutch people has to be 
promoted.

The integration maze
In 2007, 7,788 refugees with a residence permit, also called “status 
holders”, were placed in all of the local council districts in the 
Netherlands. Of these, 2,748 had received a residence permit under the 
pardon. The local councils have to provide a home and offer the status 
holder a range of integration services. The regional branches of the 
Council for Refugees actively provide support to refugees in 400 of the 
443 local council districts in the Netherlands. Other immigrants are also 
given support in an increasing number of local council districts. 
Volunteers are crucial: by providing social support services, they help 
refugees to find a place in society, to find education and work, improve 
their language skills, and to obtain information about integration and 
all sorts of rules and regulations.
Our regional branches have a wealth of knowledge and experience 
about the integration of refugees and newcomers.

Integration is a market
On 1 January 2007, the Integration Act (Wi) came into effect. The WI 
regulates the integration of all newcomers, including refugees, in the 
Netherlands. The new law made the right to a permanent residence 
permit in the Netherlands conditional on the passing of an integration 
exam. In addition, residence permits can still be withdrawn within a 
certain number of years. These developments have made the successful 
integration of refugees more difficult. Unfortunately, we were unable 
to convince the politicians to take a different approach when they 
debated the proposed changes to the law in 2006.
Under the Wi, all sorts of services have to be put out for public tende-
ring. A big change compared to the old situation where our branches 
received subsidies from the local councils. Our regional branches now 
have to compete in the market for integration with other providers, 
such as further education colleges (ROCs), welfare organisations, and 
reintegration agencies. To effectively tackle this new situation, in 2007 
we set up the Tendering Bureau to help the branches make successful 
bids. The branches took part in around 80 tendering procedures in 
2007. The Tendering Bureau assisted with 59 of these, and achieved a 
success rate of 70%. But winning contracts also means the regional 
branches have to operate like professional organisations and limit the 
financial risks. Not every regional branch was able to do this with the 
same degree of success. Over the coming years, we will aim to improve 
the organisation in this area, so that volunteers can do their work 
properly and at the same time satisfy the demands of the market.
These new developments make it essential to continue investing in 
people, knowledge, and expertise. That is why the Council for Refugees 
is developing new products, such as a guide to crucial practical situa-
tions and an introductory course to Dutch society, both compulsory 
parts of the integration exam. Over 400 volunteers are being trained to 
work with these products.
Furthermore, a strategic Wi consultation is being set up. This will be 
used to critically follow the implementation and effects of the Wi and 
the Wmo. It will also help us to identify any areas where we lack exper-
tise within the organisation. For example, all of our branches have 

experience and expertise in the local integration policy, but many have 
difficulty coping with the demands of market competition. We have also 
noticed that local councils often have difficulty attracting sufficient 
numbers of refugees and newcomers for their integration services.
In addition to the Wi and the Wmo, refugees also have to comply with 
the new Employment Benefits Act (Wwb), which was introduced on  
1 January 2007.
The way in which the local councils are implementing this new  
legislation has had consequences for the approach of the Council  
for Refugees. Whereas previously the focus was on social support in  
the initial period after refugee status had been awarded, the Council  
for Refugees now provides assistance during all the stages of the 
integration process.
The cost of providing this support was € 163,000, partly for external 
consultants and partly for product development.

Integration: a local issue
Passing an integration exam and getting a residence permit does not 
mean a refugee has suddenly become fully integrated. It takes a lot 
more to build a future in the Netherlands, to find work or get an educa-
tion, and to become an active member of society.
An example of the type of project that suits the approach taken by the 
Council for Refugees is Duizend en één Kracht (Thousand and One 
Strengths), an initiative of the Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employment. We have been taking part in this project together with the 
Empowerment Center EVC and Movisie. The aim is to find voluntary work 
in the public sector for at least 240 refugee women within the next three 
years. In addition, this project encourages collaboration between local 
organisations, such as local councils, voluntary organisations, further 
education colleges, and so on. Local branches of the Council for Refu- 
gees have been conducting pilot trials with Thousand and One Strengths 
in six local council districts: Rotterdam, The Hague, Amsterdam, 
Utrecht, Nijmegen, and Breda. By the end of 2007, despite the late 
start, 74 women had already been recruited to the project, of which 50 
are now following skills training in preparation for voluntary work.
Other projects of the regional branches aimed at promoting participa-
tion, emancipation, and communication, the three key aspects of our 
vision on integration, have also been financed with our own funds. One 
such successful project was Podia voor Verhalen (Stages for Stories). 
Using various expression techniques, the refugees tell their stories both 
to each other and to the outside world. A project in The Hague about 
childcare and family values was also successful, and included neigh-
bourhood debates, dialogue days, and an exhibition. Some 20 refugees 
were involved in the organisation of this project. In 2007, the National 
Office awarded € 388,000 to 23 projects in 11 regional branches, which 
reached a total of 1,200 participants. In some cases, the projects were 
co-financed by the Orange Fund.

Integration: an innovative issue
Refreshing and innovative ideas can help to facilitate the integration 
process. The Daughters of Scheherazade and World-Class Food  
show what can be achieved with a bit of imagination (see interviews). 
Another unique project was De bestorming van Fort Europa (The 
Storming of Fortress Europe), developed by the Fryslân branch of the 
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Council for Refugees. This is a game which associations, youth clubs, 
the Scouts, and other community organisations can play in order to 
raise awareness about the issue of refugees. The popularity of this 
game has already spread beyond Friesland.
The National Office awarded € 117,000 to innovative projects in 2007, 
almost € 200,000 less than in 2006. Although less applications for 
funding were received, the average amount awarded per project was 
higher. At the end of 2006, it was clear regional branches found it 
difficult to develop innovative projects, and they did not have enough 
time and energy in 2007 because of the pardon. To make sure the 
development of innovative projects continued, we decided to make a 
one-off grant available in 2007 so the regional branches could appoint 
so-called ‘project developers’. There are currently 14 project develo-
pers, who are working on new projects for integration, social cohesion, 
and social networking on the basis of local needs and opportunities. 
They are also responsible for the fundraising needed to finance their 
projects. We expect this will result in more project proposals in 2008, 
which in turn will encourage the branches who have not done so to 
develop their own proposals.

Refugee Job Offensive
In 2007, the Refugee Job Offensive continued for a second year; its aim 
is to find work for 2,600 refugees by the end of 2008. At a conference 
entitled ‘Working for the future: a big job for refugees!’ held in May, 
there was a special ceremony to commemorate the 1000th refugee who 
had got a job through the Job Offensive. State Secretary Aboutaleb 
spoke at length about the participation of refugees in the Dutch labour 
market.
Having a job, as highlighted by the IntegrationBarometer, is a key 
factor for successful integration. Having a job means being part of 
something, being appreciated, finding a new self-confidence, making 
new friends, and gaining a sense of pride. The IntegrationBarometer 
also showed that despite the buoyant economy, there is a very high 
level of unemployment amongst refugees. The long period of uncer-
tainty about admission, the relatively high age, and the interrupted 
work history of refugees make it difficult for them to find work.
The Refugee Job Offensive is an effective solution for this problem.  
The Refugee Job Offensive is a collaboration between the Emplooi 
employment agency for refugees, the Dutch Council for Refugees, the 
Foundation for Refugee Students (UAF), and the Centre for Work and 
Income, and was set up in late 2005. The Job Offensive provides active 
support to refugees in their search for work. The Council for Refugees 
is responsible for the first part of the support process: approaching 
refugees, holding intake interviews, providing guidance counselling 
for language skills, work placements, and voluntary work, and finally 
passing them on to Emplooi, which acts as an agency in helping them 
find a job, a work placement, or a training course. Emplooi formally 
became a part of the Council for Refugees at the beginning of 2008, 
which means employment services will increasingly become a part of 
our work. Volunteers have an important role to play in every part of this 
activity.
The Refugee Job Offensive really took off in 2006, but in 2007 it was 
even more successful: 16 regional projects, 2,665 intake interviews 
with job-seeking refugees, 1,408 coaching programs, 1,016 refugees 

on employment agency books, and by the end of 2007 more than  
1,500 refugees who had found paid work or job training. In 2007,  
we spent € 1.7 million on the Job Offensive.
The National Office organised seven intervision meetings, trained 
1,300 employees and volunteers in such areas as coaching skills, and 
trained another 30 staff in the use of the computer systems of the 
Centre for Work and Income.
Furthermore, we organised three events, where refugees were matched 
to an employer. There were also three national platforms for project 
leaders and managers to exchange experiences of working with the Job 
Offensive and thus increase the level of expertise.
Convincing local councils about the effectiveness of the Job Offensive 
was not so straightforward. Reintegration programs had often already 
been agreed for the refugees with other parties, and the idea of the 
Council for Refugees doing this type of work was new to some people. 
Nonetheless, we have a growing reputation amongst public organisa-
tions, reintegration agencies, educational institutions, and local 
councils, and we are seeing a greater readiness to discuss proposals 
with our project leaders. The same applies for employers and the 
willingness to take on refugees.

Children’s holiday weeks and family reunification
Fun and games, treasure hunts, music, dance, circus, theatre: for the 
17th consecutive year, the Council for Refugees organised the holiday 
weeks for refugee children aged 6 to 18 and single-parent families. 
Our partners in this activity are the YMCA, Paasheuvelgroep, the 
Salvation Army, NIVON, Stichting Vakantiekind, OKEE Jeugdvakanties, 
Capriool Circusprojecten, and Club Adventure.
Enthusiastic volunteers make sure the children, and in some cases their 
parents too, can enjoy a week’s holiday. In 2007, 20 holiday weeks 
were organised for refugee children, 30 weeks for refugee children  
and Dutch children together, and 5 weeks for single-parent families.  
A total of € 295,000 was spent on the children’s holiday weeks.
The reunification of refugees with their family in the country of  
origin is a lengthy and difficult process. In 2007, 426 applications for 
assistance were submitted to the Council for Refugees, 70 more than  
in 2006. In total, the Council for Refugees spent € 497,000 on the 
reunification of refugee families in 2007.

Singer Hind, Ambassador of the Council for Refugees, pays a visit to one of the 
children’s holiday weeks.
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Leo van Moorhem en Mohammed Sampil

Confrontational film
It is 2040: sea levels have risen as a result of global warming. A huge mass of Dutch and Belgian refugees 
are trying to find asylum in Russia and Sudan, and are confronted with endless rules and regulations. This is 
the scenario of the film Verbinding (Connection), just one of the Bi-ont projects (binding and meeting 
projects), which aims to bring together indigenous Dutch and Belgian people and Dutch and Belgian 
refugees. Leo van Moorhem from Belgium and Mohammed Sampil from Guinea are two of the participants.
For Mohammed Sampil, the film gives him a sense of pride and validation. ‘A lot of people know very little 
about my country, about Africa, and why we are here. This film shows exactly what type of problems you 
have to face, the prejudice, and even the fear.’ Leo van Moorhem: ‘For us, as natives of Belgium, the result 
was very confrontational. The scenes were based on the actual experiences of refugees in the Netherlands 
and Belgium. It's not a pretty picture.’
With the help of professional lighting and sound technicians, and the Russian director who came up with the 
idea, the whole film, from the first introduction to the final edit, was completed in just five Wednesday 
evenings and six Saturdays. For most of the participants, it was the first time they had worked on a film: 
writing the scenario, acting, camerawork, and editing. ‘How we got on? It was a lot of fun. There was the odd 
language barrier, not least of all between the Belgians in the Dutch,’ says Leo van Moorhem. Mohammed 
Sampil explains why he finds cultural differences so compelling. ‘For Guineans, it is quite normal for men 
and women to work together, but for Afghanis and Iraqis it's totally different. It meant I had to confront my 
own prejudices as well. Because everyone can be good or bad.’

DVDs of Verbinding can be obtained from: Zeeland Council for Refugees, Terneuzen branch, faklom@zeelandnet.nl or Sint-Niklaas Refugee Support,  
jozef.hertsens@vlos.be
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5 Community support: interaction with 
the general public
It goes without saying that refugees have to take active steps to become integrated members of society. 
But in order for our mission to succeed, having the support of the Dutch population can be just as vital. 
Strengthening and deepening community support is one of the core tasks of the Dutch Council for 
Refugees. Publicity campaigns, teaching packs, media releases, articles, social networking projects,  
open days, festivals, voluntary work, donations... these are all effective ways of reaching the Dutch 
public. In 2007, a total of € 2.1 million was spent on this activity.

Income and funding
The Council for Refugees receives its income from various sources.  
We receive subsidies for our work from the Ministry of Housing, 
Neighbourhoods, and Integration, the Ministry of Justice, and the 
Ministry for Social Affairs and Employment. Furthermore, we receive 
funding from the National Postcode Lottery and generate income from 
our own activities, such as the contributions paid by legal aid providers 
who participate in the Refugee Legal Aid Working Group, as well as 
donations, gifts, and endowments.
The income from our own fundraising activities in 2007 amounted to  
€ 2.6 million. This is almost 5% more than in 2006 (see also Donors  
and the general public). The cost percentage for fundraising was 22% 
(2006: 20%) of the proceeds from our own fundraising activities. This 
percentage is under the norm of 25% stipulated by the Central Fund 
Raising Agency (Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving - CBF). By planning 
carefully and monitoring expenditure, the Council for Refugees has 
succeeded in keeping this figure around 20% for many years now.

National Postcode Lottery
The Council for Refugees received funding from the National Postcode 
Lottery in 2007 totalling € 11.9 million. The Council for Refugees has been 
involved with the Postcode Lottery ever since it was introduced. In addition 
to funding, the Postcode Lottery also supports us with featured items in its 
television programmes: in 2007, short films about the children’s holiday 
weeks and the social networking projects were shown. The Council for 
Refugees in turn promotes its relationship with the Postcode Lottery in 
various ways. For example, in 2007 we placed a full-page advertisement in 
every edition of our magazine Contouren and we had items about the 
lottery on our website. The Council for Refugees is very appreciative of the 
contribution made by the National Postcode Lottery to our work.

Donors and the general public
A good indication of how much the community supports our work is the 
financial support we receive from our private donors. In 2007, the 
number of donors went up compared to 2006: 46,523 on 31 December 
2007, 3,240 more than at the end of 2006. This increase was the result 
of an active and successful campaign to attract new donors through 
telemarketing, inserts in public magazines, and mailings. We asked  
our existing donors if they would support us with regular donations  
by standing order. More than 60% agreed to do so, which for us was a 
big vote of confidence, and at the same time it helped us to cut 
administration costs.
The Council for Refugees thinks it is important that donors can feel 
proud of the organisation they support. They have a right to know 
about our successes and achievements, the obstacles we are facing, 
and the people behind the work (refugees, volunteers, donors, 
management, committee members, and staff). That is why every donor 
receives our quarterly magazine Contouren. This is a dedicated and 
informative magazine with articles, interviews, and background infor-
mation that illustrates how the Council for Refugees works in practice. 
All our paid and voluntary staff receive this magazine as well.
Publicity campaigns are a powerful and essential part of the way in 
which we raise awareness and understanding about the situation of 
refugees and our work. The campaigns are primarily aimed at the 
general public. Our aim for 2007 was to reach 15% of the Dutch popula-
tion with our message. And we succeeded thanks to a major publicity 
campaign about the pardon (see chapter 1 Pardon).

Ellen Damsma, managing director of the National Postcode Lottery, symbolically 
hands over the amount the Dutch Council for Refugees received in 2007 to managing 
director Edwin Huizing

Donors  2006 2007

Number of donors 43.283 46.523
Standing orders 24.225 27.963
Average contribution per year in euros 53,88  56,84
Revenue from fundraising
(excluding legacies) in euros 2.332.000  2.583.000 
Legaciesin euros 186.000  61.000
Total  2.518.000 2.644.000
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Social integration
Social interaction is essential for the successful integration of refugees 
and the strengthening of public support. The Council for Refugees 
already had several products for this. In 2007, it added a new one: 
Bi-ont, an abbreviation of the Dutch binding en ontmoeting, which 
literally means “binding and meeting”. This project was developed 
based on the findings of the IntegrationBarometer: refugees stated 
they would like to have more contact with Dutch people. And Dutch 
people said they were open to the idea. An external organisation, 
Bureau Maatschappelijke Projecten (Bureau for Community Projects - 
BMP), was commissioned to run the Bi-ont project in 2007. Five 
branches of the Council for Refugees conducted pilot trials on the 
themes of ‘Het gevoel van thuis’ (Feeling at Home) and ‘Verbinding’ 
(Connection).
In Castricum, around 20 women, both refugees and Dutch women, 
started working on a patchwork quilt in the spring. Over a period of 
eight weeks, the women got together with each other, often accompa-
nied by their family and friends. The project attracted local media 
attention:
in total, the project was featured seven times. In July, the local mayor 
unveiled the patchwork quilt during a festive ceremony at the Town 
Hall, which was attended by some 80 guests. Both the organising 
branch and the participants were delighted with the result, and they 
will continue to meet with each other.
In November, a film was shown in a cultural centre in Terneuzen, which 
was the result of a collaboration between 20 refugees and Dutch and 
Belgian volunteers. The audience of more than 75 people included a 
number of local mayors from the surrounding region of Zeeuws-
Vlaanderen. The film, produced in collaboration with a Belgian refugee 
organisation, is set in 2040. Hoards of Dutch and Belgian refugees are 
trying to find asylum in countries such as Russia and Sudan, and are 
confronted with endless rules and regulations. Those involved in the 
making of the film were extremely positive about the production and 
the lasting friendships that have resulted from it.
In Utrecht, they decided to make a newspaper together. Guided by an 
experienced journalist, refugees and Dutch volunteers came up with a 
number of subjects and ideas, and then wrote the articles. The result 
was a colourful newspaper, positive experiences for the participants, 
and several articles in the local newspaper Utrechtse Stadsblad. 
Cooking projects in Raalte and Hardenberg produced similar results and 
experiences.
The experiences with the five pilot projects will be used to develop a 
method for all the other branches.

Education
The Council for Refugees thinks it is important that children know what 
a refugee is, and why people become refugees. Our most important 
education objective for 2007 was to raise the awareness of 30,000 
young people between the ages of 10 and 15 about refugees and the 
work of the Council for Refugees. We encouraged volunteers from the 
regional branches to give talks at schools. Teaching materials were 
developed which could be used in primary schools. In 2007, we also 
developed an information pack for secondary schools, which included 
suggestions on how to tackle the subject and a DVD. The aim was for 

the teaching materials and information pack to be used for 800 lessons 
in primary schools and 400 lessons in secondary schools, although 
there is no accurate way of knowing if this target has been achieved. 
However, 322 information packs were ordered in 2007; if 100 school 
students were reached with each pack, then we managed to achieve our 
target of reaching 30,000 school students.

Slippery slopes and obstacle courses
Having a presence at festivals is one way of reaching the Dutch public. 
For several years now, the Council for Refugees has actively attended 
the Liberation Festivals, which are held on 5 May in 13 cities. We are 
proud to be one of the long-standing partners of the National 
Committee for 4 and 5 May, together with Amnesty International, War 
Child, and Cordaid. The theme for this year, ‘Freedom, Constitutional 
Rights, And Safety’, highlighted what many refugees experience here, 
but not in their own country.
A tried and trusted approach has been developed over many years: the 
National Office handles the coordination and provides promotional 
material. The participating regional branches carry out the activities at 
the festivals. In 2007, the Council for Refugees had a stand at all 13 of 
the Liberation Festivals, beating the target of 10. Our obstacle courses 
with slippery slopes, which symbolised the long and difficult road 
asylum seekers have to follow, even when they get to this country, 
were popular attractions. At the top of the last slope, the climbers were 
greeted with Welcome Home!, the slogan we used in our publicity 
campaign for the pardon. Afterwards they could have their photo taken 
holding a banner or placard, and we easily reached our target of 2,000 
participants for our activities.

In Utrecht, our stand was visited by Prime Minister Balkenende. Talking 
to our volunteers, he said he understood why we were so happy about 
the pardon, and he agreed with the need for a thorough asylum proce-
dure. At the festivals in Vlissingen, Rotterdam, Den Bosch, and 
Roermond, there were performances by the popular Dutch group 
Krezip. The band is associated with the Council for Refugees as an 
‘ambassador for freedom’. An Army helicopter made sure they were 
able to get to all the festivals on time. Lead singer Jacqueline Govaert 
asked everyone at the festivals to blow a bubble for freedom. Two 
enormous bubble-blowing machines magically produced a huge cloud 

photo Joost van den Broek

Prime Minister Balkenende visits the stand of the Council for Refugees during the 
Liberation Festival in Utrecht.
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of bubbles that covered the entire crowd. Everyone joined in. 
Jacqueline: ‘The bubbles symbolise the promise of a wonderful future 
for all Dutch newcomers!’

In the news
Media attention for refugees can help to strengthen public support  
in the community. That is why we aim to get as much ‘free publicity’  
as possible, where we can get our ideas and viewpoints across. 
Sometimes the focus is on our organisation, but often we work  
behind the scenes on programs or articles that highlight refugees in  
a positive way.
In 2007, we issued 20 press releases, had two features placed in 
newspapers, and were in regular contact with numerous journalists.  
The media frequently contacted us too with questions about our work, 
the organisation, or about the position of asylum seekers and refugees 
in the Netherlands. As a result, we appeared 8 times on the television, 
36 times on radio, and 116 times in articles in national newspapers.
Because the Council for Refugees has a regional branch structure, 
stories about refugees often appeared in local newspapers and on local 
radio shows. This was the case, for example, with the marathon bike 
ride of Paul Mbikayi, a refugee from the Congo. In the spring of 2007, 
with the financial backing of the Council for Refugees, he went on bike 

ride through all the places in the Netherlands he had been during the 
asylum procedure. This was his way of thanking all the people who had 
helped him during that time.
The previously mentioned Liberation Festivals also received a lot of 
media attention.
The Council for Refugees was mentioned at least 10 times by the 
regional media. The visit by Prime Minister Balkenende to our stand 
also featured prominently in the media coverage. Our press officer 
accompanied Krezip on their helicopter tour of the Netherlands, 
speaking to countless journalists along the way. This time the story 
went further than the local media. Both RTL Nieuws and Spits! reported 
on our work as a result.

Volunteers are a bridge
Volunteers fulfil our mission. They are a friendly face after a long 
journey and they assist refugees with practical advice and support 
during all phases of the asylum procedure. They are there when the 
refugees get a residence permit and start to participate in our society. 
And they form a bridge with the Dutch community - by telling people 
they know about the work they do, the volunteers strengthen public 
support in the community. In 2007, more than 7,000 people were active 
as volunteers (see also chapter 6 Association and National Office).

Mohammad 
Rahil Sheer 
Mohammad Rahil Sheer
Forced to leave: Afghanistan
Age: 32
Living in the Netherlands for: 8 years
Status: eligible for the pardon  

‘Finally I have my future back. I can get on 
with my life again. I did a training course to 
become a warehouse operative. But up until 
now, I wasn’t officially allowed to work. Now 
I can start enjoying myself again. At last I 
can earn some money and get my driving 
licence.’

Welcome home!

photo Carolien Sikkenk 
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Good buddies
‘It's great to see how quickly people become friends. With women, you often get a sort of mother-daughter 
relationship, or a caring grandmother. The conversation is often about such topics as bringing up children. 
Men do other things, they get out and about.’ In the Buddy Project run by the Leidschendam-Voorburg group 
of the Zuid-Holland Noord Council for Refugees, newcomers are partnered with Dutch volunteers. Project 
coordinator Petra Mast: ‘We believe that integration is a two-way process. The volunteers get know 
somebody from a different culture. The newcomer finds out more about our society. And, more importantly, 
they expand their social network.’ The buddies usually meet each other once a week – ‘any less, and you 
lose touch’ – to go to a museum, walk around the neighbourhood, or play sports together.
When the Integration Act was announced 18 months ago, the Council for Refugees and the Mondriaan 
Education Group started looking for suitable candidates for buddies. Initially to help women who were 
learning the language. Petra Mast was shocked by how difficult the integration process was for them. ‘They 
hardly know anybody outside of their own home. They would like to meet other people, but don't know how 
to.’ Later on, they started finding buddies for the men too. ‘Men can also become very isolated. As part of 
their integration assignment, for example, they have to visit a local business. That's not easy if you don't 
know anybody.' Apart from women with women, and men with men, the Buddy Project follows the same 
approach with everyone. ‘It doesn't matter what age people are, as long as they make an effort.’ In addition 
to improved language skills, networking, and progress down the path towards integration, she has also 
noticed another positive effect. ‘A small bit of emancipation. Because if married women go out on a regular 
basis, it means their husbands have to do something around the house.’

Petra Mast
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6 Association and National Office: 
more effective methods
We offer refugees quality support and want to represent their interests in the best possible way. To 
ensure our unique network of volunteers, staff, and local and regional branches can perform at the 
required level, an efficient and effective organisation is essential. Together, the National Office and 
the local and regional branches form the Association of the Dutch Council for Refugees. The policy of 
the Association is set out by the Association Council. The Association Executive Committee advises 
this Council about strategy and policy. The National Office in Amsterdam is responsible for the 
national representation of interests and lobbying on behalf of refugees, and facilitates the work of 
volunteers and paid staff in the regional branches by providing knowledge, funding, and resources. 
The Association and the National Office spent € 4.9 million on this work in 2007.

Updating and upgrading
The Council for Refugees aims to deploy its human and financial 
resources as effectively as possible - our target group, the volunteers, 
our donors, members, funders, and society in general demand and 
expect that from us.
In 2007, the Association therefore set the following goals:
-  an upsizing of the branches; 
-  the implementation of the new volunteer policy;
-  a reorganisation of the National office;
-  a greater focus on strategic alliances and collaboration with other 

refugee organisations working on behalf of refugees;
-  improved public relations to increase the proceeds of fundraising.

Ready for the future
The Council for Refugees is at the heart of social and political develop-
ments. That means our work has to be based on innovative and socially 
responsible enterprise. The number one priority of the Association 
therefore is to: update, upgrade, and strengthen the unique combina-
tion of voluntary work, the representation of interests, and the profes-
sional delivery of services that characterises our organisation.
In 2007, the Association experienced significant change. The restructu-
ring process, which has been ongoing for several years now, will 
reduce the number of regional branches to 14 or 15 by the end of 2008. 
A major transformation, considering only six years ago this Association 
consisted of 350 autonomous local organisations.
The regional branches are now responsible for providing the support to 
refugees in each particular area, and are represented in the Association 
Council. This means that the local government bodies will have a strong 
partner in the field of integration services: a professional voluntary 
organisation with strong roots in the local community which is part of a 
reliable, national organisation. This ongoing process to create a strong 
and solid organisation will continue throughout 2008.

Volunteer policy
The Council for Refugees reviews its volunteer policy on regular basis: 
what do we offer volunteers in return for their often demanding work? 
Do we make the most effective use of their capabilities? Do we provide 
the right kind of support, training, and coaching? Do we show enough 
appreciation for their commitment? At the end of the day, the volun-
teers are the cornerstone of our organisation, and they do the work 
that helps us achieve our mission.
In 2007, the Association updated its volunteer policy. The keywords  
of the new policy are: engagement, continuity, and appreciation. 
Engagement means making more active use of the invaluable experi-
ence, knowledge, and networks of our volunteers in the development 
of our activities. Continuity is about delivering consistent quality: we 
want to give refugees and asylum seekers proper support services of 
uniform quality. Appreciation is important because volunteers play a 
major role as ambassadors of the organisation. This new policy will be 
implemented over the next three years by the National Office and the 
regional branches. The policy had been scheduled for introduction in 
2007, but there was a delay in appointing a coordinating project leader.
During 2007, an estimated 7,000 volunteers were active as coaches, 
work guidance counsellors, language instructors, and integration 
support workers - a figure we are proud of. Since 2006, the number of 
volunteers has been declining because of the drop in the number of 
asylum seekers and refugees in the Netherlands. More than 5,500 
volunteers went on training programs and courses organised by the 
National Office in 2007.

The National Office
Keeping track of the latest developments, creating access to new 
sources of information, giving legal advice, and developing training 
programs and courses. This is how the National Office supports and 
facilitates the work of the volunteers, the regional branches, and the 
legal aid providers.
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In 2007, the National Office started preparing for a major reorganisa-
tion. With a simplified structure that corresponds with our core tasks, 
we will increase the combined effectiveness of our activities.
A bundling of our operations will make the range of services we offer 
more consistent, more recognisable, and more visible to asylum 
seekers and refugees, the regional branches, other organisations, and 
our clients. This reorganisation will take place during the first half of 
2008. The effect of the organisational changes will be evaluated 
towards the end of 2008.
Naturally, all the training programs and courses will continue as 
normal. In 2007, we trained 43% more volunteers and staff than was 
planned, and 12% more than in 2006. There was a greater demand for 
training amongst the staff in connection with the pardon and the drive 
to improve quality in the initial phase of the asylum procedure, as well 
as for training given locally.
The planned campaign to improve our public profile and organisational 
identity did not go ahead in 2007. It became clear early on in the year 
that it would be better to carry out this campaign, which is needed to 
generate more income from fundraising, after the restructuring of the 
regional branches and the reorganisation of the National Office has 
been completed. Improving our public profile and increasing our 
income from fundraising will therefore be a priority in 2008.

Information sources 
The regional branches and asylum lawyers are assisted in their work by 
our Helpdesk, the VluchtWeb digital database, the newsletter Compact, 

and the Nieuwsbrief Asiel- en Vluchtelingenrecht (Newsletter on 
Asylum and Refugee Law - NAV).
Five days per week, our staff and asylum lawyers can call the Helpdesk 
with questions about the admission of refugees, their material legal 
position, and information about countries of origin. In 2007, the 
Helpdesk received 7,922 inquiries, 33% less than in 2006. This drop 
was primarily due to the increase in the use of the Vluchtweb.
However, we did notice that the questions being asked were more 
complicated, which meant more time was needed to answer those 

Use of the Vluchtweb 2006 2007

Total number subscribers VluchtWeb 879 874
 of which local and regional branches 
 Council for Refugees  369 374
 of which lawyers and legal aid providers 
 (376 WRV, 34 SRA)  411 412
 of which European partners 19 19
 others, including 11 district courts, 4 political 
 parties and the Council of State  80 69
Total number of logins VluchtWeb 150.621 157.592
Number of documents accessed  
VluchtWeb  997.371 586.385*

* This drop was due to a change in the structure of the VluchtWeb in 2007.  
This has reduced the number of documents users open before they find the one  
they need.
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Olga Kikeleva
Forced to leave: Kazakhstan
Age: 34
Living in the Netherlands for: 10 years
Status: eligible for the pardon  

‘I was always optimistic, even when my 
application was definitively refused. Now I 
have been given a pardon! I hope to get a job 
in homecare services or landscape 
gardening. It doesn’t really matter what I do, 
as long as I can start earning some money. 
But more than anything, I would like to have 
a baby. Together with my husband Pavel, 
living as a family in the Netherlands. That is 
my biggest wish.’

Welcome home!

photo Carolien Sikkenk 

questions. ‘So up-to-date and so comprehensive; it is a “must use” 
source of information.’
‘It’s great to have all the new case law at your fingertips - whether I am 
in Almelo or Middelburg, I am always up to date with the latest legal 
precedents being set in each court!’ These are just some of the enthu-
siastic comments about the VluchtWeb, the most important digital 
information source which can be accessed by all staff of the Council  
for Refugees and asylum lawyers (see the table for figures about 
usage). For new volunteers, the VluchtWeb is a useful source of basic 
knowledge, and is used extensively by them for e-learning in addition 
to the standard training programme: 7,450 times in 2007.
Compact is a newsletter that contains the latest policy developments, 
new regulations, announcements about training programs, courses, 
and so on. This internal communication resource is distributed to all 
the local and regional branches once every two weeks, and is used by 
them to make announcements and keep each other informed about 
successful projects. The Newsletter on Asylum and Refugee Law (NAV), 
which is published six times a year, contains articles and news about 
important developments and legal decisions in the field of aliens law. 
As well as our own staff and lawyers, universities and law courts also 
receive the NAV.

Sharing knowledge
Because the Council for Refugees is a knowledge intensive organisa-
tion, in 2007 we invested human and financial resources into making 
knowledge more easily accessible. Under the heading ‘Information and 
Knowledge Management in Action’, we plan to actively facilitate the 
exchange of knowledge within the National Office, the Association, 

and between staff and volunteers. We also want to make our internal 
and external communication more effective. The project was launched 
in 2007 with a project plan and preparations for a new website. This 
new website is scheduled to go online in early 2008.

Personal policy and diversity
On 31 December 2007, the National Office of the Council for Refugees 
employed 146 paid staff. Any vacancies are filled internally where 
possible so that employees can continue their development within the 
organisation, and sometimes volunteers get the opportunity to switch 
to a paid job.
Naturally, we give refugees opportunities, and we aim to be an 
example for other organisations in terms of cultural diversity.  
Our goal is that by 2008 30% of the paid staff will be from ethnic 
minorities, and that a third of those will have a refugee background. 
The diversity in 2007 was around 21%: 6.5% refugees and 14.5%  
ethnic minorities. It proved difficult to recruit more refugees. We have 
therefore decided that if vacancies cannot be filled internally, priority 
will be given to refugees.
In addition to the usual recruitment methods, we have also used such 
channels as student associations and networks of refugees. 
Nonetheless, the organisation did succeed in appointing a director 
with a refugee background in 2007.

Absenteeism and employment conditions
Absenteeism went up from 5.8% in 2006 to 7.6% in 2007. A conside-
rable increase, which was probably due to the reorganisation and 
increased workload. We tackled excessive workloads by identifying 
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the causes, and then finding solutions at an individual and team level. 
The salary levels and secondary employment conditions of the Council 
for Refugees are in line with the collective labour agreement for the 
welfare and social services sector (CAO Welzijn en Maatschappelijke 
Dienstverlening). There is also an internal code of conduct concerning 
sexual harassment and unacceptable behaviour in line with the health 
and safety regulations. Furthermore, an independent internal 
counsellor was appointed.
As in 2006, the Council for Refugees committed itself to Green Seats in 
2007. Every time our staff travel by air, we make a donation to sustai-
nable energy projects and programs for the planting of trees to offset 
the environmental impact.

Executive committee and directors
The Association Executive Committee advises the Association Council 
about strategy and policy. The Council is the highest decision-making 
body of the organisation, and is composed of representatives from the 
regional branches. The executive committee naturally acts in accor-
dance with the code for good governance of charitable organisations, 
known as the Wijffels Code. This Code was merged with the guidelines 
of the Central Fund Raising Agency (Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving 
- CBF) in 2007. The executive committee carried out a review of the 

amended CBF guidelines and concluded that the Association to a  
large extent fulfils the requirements for the separation of supervisory 
management, executive management, and operational management. 
The Association structure means the Association Council (the  
equivalent of a general meeting) functions in practice as a supervisory 
board vis-a-vis the executive committee. The Association Council  
can also establish advisory committees.
One such committee is the financial advisory committee; in 2007,  
the executive committee decided to strengthen this committee both 
quantitatively and qualitatively.

In the appendix (page 42) there is a list of the executive committee 
members and their relevant functions. The executive committee met  
10 times in 2007. The most important decisions taken were: the setting 
up of the Tendering Bureau; the administrative merger between the 
Council for Refugees and Emplooi; the introduction of a new volunteer 
policy; and decisions about the Association structure and upsizing of 
the regional branches. With respect to the operational management, 
the executive committee has appointed two directors to run the 
National Office. Edwin Huizing has been Managing Director since  
2006; Igor Ivakić  became the Director of Operations in August  
2007.
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7 Council for Refugees in figures

Refugees and asylum seekers 2006 2007       
Number of asylum seekers that requested asylum (including repeat asylum applications outside AC) 14,465 9,750
Number of asylum seekers in centres reached by Council for Refugees (absolute and as percentage 
of potential reach) 26,202 | 72% 28,510 | 84%
Local and regional branches Dutch Council for Refugees   
Number of regional branches 25 23
Number of local branches (including affiliated welfare organisations) 170 100
Reach (number of local council districts with Council for Refugees presence) 90% coverage (total 443 local councils) 428 400 
Staff local and regional branches Dutch Council for Refugees    
Number of volunteers (estimate) 7,200 7,000
Paid employees (based on combined annual accounts 2006) 439  [1]

Paid employees National Office   
National Office 128 146
  of which in Amsterdam 117 134
  of which at Registration Centres (AC), Assessment Centres (OC), Border Detention Centres (GH), and Temporary 
  Emergency Accommodation (TN) 11 12
Association Finances  
Dutch Council for Refugees separate financial accounts National Office € 23,219,000   € 24,461,000
Dutch Council for Refugees, total combined, expenditure € 47,979,000   [2]

Fundraising  
Number of donors 43,283 46,523
Average contribution per year € 53.88  € 56.84 
Revenue from fundraising (including legacies) € 2,518,000  € 2,644,499 
Training Programs and Courses  
Total number of participants in training programs and courses 4,972 5,588
E-learning Logins  7,450
Children’s holiday weeks  
Total number of weeks 58 55
Total number of participants children’s holiday weeks 663 731
Information Services  
Total number of subscribers VluchtWeb 879 874
Total number of logins VluchtWeb 150,621 157,592
Number of view + fetch VluchtWeb 997,371 586,385[3]

Number of inquiries to Helpdesk 11,900 7,922 [4]

[1] The combined annual accounts include the figures for all local and regional branches of the Council for Refugees and the National Office. Only the  
figure for 2006 has been included, the figure for 2007 is expected in September 2008.

[2] This figure includes the expenditure of all local and regional branches of the Council for Refugees and the National Office, as shown in the combined  
annual accounts of the Association of the Dutch Council for Refugees, in which grants from the Dutch Council for Refugees to the regional branches have  
been eliminated. Only the figure for 2006 has been included, the figure for 2007 is expected in September 2008.

[3] This drop was due to a change in the structure of the VluchtWeb in 2007. This has reduced the number of documents users open before they find the  
one they need.
[4] The number of inquiries fell compared with 2006. This drop was due to an increase in the use of the Vluchtweb. However, the inquiries were increasingly 
more complicated, which meant more time was needed to answer those inquiries.
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8 Financial Annual Report 2007
General

This financial annual report is a summary of the 2007 annual accounts of the Association of the Dutch Council for Refugees. Unless stated 
otherwise, the amounts are shown in thousands of euros.

8.1 Financial result

The financial result for the year 2007 showed a deficit of € 1,270,000 (2006: deficit of € 578,000). The projected result was nil. The 
deficit was considerably higher than expected due to the extra resources deployed by the Council for Refugees in connection with the 
pardon and the Refugee Job Offensive. In the annual accounts 2006, significant amounts were set aside from the general reserve for 
these areas. On balance, € 521,000 was debited from the general reserve in 2007.

8.2 Budget 2008
                    
Budget 2008 2008  
Income own fundraising  2,600
Costs own fundraising  638
Net income own fundraising  1,962
Cost/benefit ratio in %  24.5%
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Grant from National Postcode Lottery  11,200
Government subsidies   9,370
Own activities  500
Result of investments  240
Total available for objective  23,272
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 Spent on objective  
Asylum  9,582
Integration  8,285
Association & Organisation  6,305
Total spent on objective  24,172
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Balance normal operations  - 900
 

8.3 Long-term perspective

The consequences of the developments in the number of refugees, the government policy, and the strategic choices based on such of 
the Council for Refugees for future income and expenditure are re-evaluated each year. In 2007, that perspective had not significantly 
changed. The Council for Refugees continues to operate in a shrinking ‘market’, so that organisational adjustments remain necessary.
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8.4 Balance sheet (after result allocation)

Assets  2007  2006
Tangible fixed assets    
Directly available for operations  405  140
                                                                                                      
Loan  100  -
       
Investments  7,452  7,846
      
Stock    
Directly available for objective  51  52
      
Receivables  3,072  3,287
                                                                                                       
Liquid assets  3,216  5,028 
     
Total assets  14,296  16,353 

Liabilities  2007  2006
Equity    
Disposable capital     
  General Reserve 5,246  5,954 
  Appropriated reserves 660  1,307 
    5,906  7,261
Tied-up capital                                                                                                     
  Appropriated funds 266  633 
  Operational assets fund 405  140 
    671  773 
Total equity  6,577  8,034
      
Provisions     
  Redundancy pay 2,543  2,570 
  Other 1,568  1,540 
    4,111  4,110
Debts                                                                                                    
  Long term 318  289 
  Short term 3,290  3,920 
    3,608  4,209
      
Total liabilities  14,296  16,353
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8.5 Income and expenditure account
  2007 2007 2006
Fundraising and revenues actual budget actual
Income from own fundraising    
Donations, gifts, and endowments 2,583 2,500 2,332
Successions 61 100 186
Total 2,644 2,600 2,518
    
Costs own fundraising 569 601 495
    
Cost/benefit ratio in % 22% 23% 20%
    
Available from fundraising 2,075 1,999 2,023
    
Grant from National Postcode Lottery 11,907 11,400 11,225
    
Government subsidies 8,462 8,826 9,099
    
Income from own activities 647 470 668
    
Result on investments 100 240 204
    
Total available for objective 23,191 22,935 23,219

Expenditure Dutch Council for Refugees   
Legal protection (Asylum)    
 Own activities 6,136 5,530 6,328
 Subsidies granted 68 34 34
 Direct operational costs 4,727 4,224 4,583
Subtotal 10,931 9,788 10,945
      
Integration   
 Own activities 4,374 3,437 3,945
 Subsidies granted 26 700 124
 Direct operational costs 2,657 2,412 2,856
Subtotal 7,057 6,549 6,925
      
Public support   
 Own activities 1,336 1,396 1,131
 Subsidies granted 40 85 159
Direct operational costs 764 765 508
Subtotal 2,140 2,246 1,798      
      
Organisation and Association   
 Own activities 3,390 3,174 2,704
 Subsidies granted 265 - -
 Direct operational costs 1,269 1,578 1,215
Subtotal 4,924 4,752 3,919
    
Total spent on objective 25,052 23,335 23,587
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  2007 2007 2006
Expenditure Dutch Council for Refugees cont. actual budget actual
Redundancy pay provision 109 - 410
Cover for debt position - 700 - 400 - 200
    
Total costs 24,461 22,935 23,797
   
Total available for objective 23,191 22,935 23,219
   
Surplus/deficit - 1,270 nil - 578
    
Surplus is added to/Deficit is withdrawn from:   
Movement appropriated reserve 647 - - 808
Movement appropriated funds 367 - - 38
Movement operational assets fund - 265 - 75
   
Movement General Reserve - 521 nil - 1,349

 

8.6 Notes to the Balance Sheet and the Income and Expenditure Account

The annual accounts of the Council for Refugees have been drawn up in accordance with the statutory regulations of Title 9, Book 2, Dutch Civil 
Code, and the express provisions of the Directives on Financial Reporting issued by the Financial Reporting Board. In particular, directive 650 
concerning the financial reporting of fundraising organisations was taken into account. Furthermore, the rules of the Central Fund Raising 
Agency (Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving - CBF) and the Association of Fundraising Organisations (Vereniging Fondsenwervende Instellingen 
- VFI) have also been taken into account. Unless stated otherwise, the assets and liabilities are measured at nominal value.

Tangible fixed assets
The tangible fixed assets were valued at historical cost price less the straight-line amortisation over the estimated useful economic life.  
Each year, 10% of the renovation costs, 20% of the inventory, and 33% of the hardware and software are amortised.

Investments
The investments were measured at market value. Changes in the value of securities are recognised in the income and expenditure account.

      2007 2006
Bonds, listed on the stock exchange     6,532 6,751
Shares, listed on the stock exchange    920 1,095
Market value at year end    7,452 7,846

General Reserve
The General Reserve of the Dutch Council for Refugees on 31 December 2007 amounted to € 5,246,000. This amount falls within the norms set  
by the CBF and the VFI. The movements in the General Reserve can be specified as follows:

      2007 2006
Balance per 1 January    5,954 8,654
Result according to the income and expenditure account    - 521 - 1,349
Addition to the reduction of working hours provision    - 187 - 1,351
Balance per 31 December     5,246 5,954
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  Notes to the Balance Sheet and the Income and Expenditure Account  cont.
A provision was formed retrospectively as of 2006 from the general reserve for a reduction of working hours in accordance with Directive 271 as 
published under the responsibility of the Council for Annual Reporting (Raad voor de Jaarverslaglegging). This provision covers the future costs 
of the reduction of working hours of employees aged 55 and over in accordance with the collective labour agreement for the welfare and social 
services sector (CAO Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening). An amount of € 1,538,000 was debited for this, of which € 1,351,000 
concerned 2006 and previous years.
Appropriated reserves
Those parts of the equity subject to conditional disposal are shown separately on the balance sheet. The Executive Committee decided to esta-
blish the following special reserves, the movements of which have been specified. No external commitments were entered into for the special 
reserves.

    Balance per Withdrawal Addition Balance per 
     1 -1-2007 2007 2007  31-12-2007
Quality improvement first line  307 121 - 186
Pardon  500 276 - 224
Refugee Job Offensive  500 250 - 250
Total   1,307 647 - 660

Appropriated funds
Those parts of the equity subject to conditional disposal are shown separately on the balance sheet. If the conditions are imposed by a 
third party, that part is designated as a ‘special fund’.

    Balance per Withdrawal Addition Balance per 
     1 -1-2007 2007 2007 31-12-2007
Permit Fee Fund  226 96 - 130
Diaconal Fund  160 497 373 36
Refugee Job Offensive  164 166 2 -
Special Needs Fund  83 182 199 100
Total   633 941 574 266

Provisions
Provisions are formed for any legally enforceable or actual commitments existing as of the balance sheet date, for which it is probable an expen-
diture of funds will be necessary and the size of which can be reliably estimated. The provisions are measured at the best estimate of the 
amounts necessary to settle the obligations per the balance sheet date. The provisions can be specified as follows:

    Balance per Withdrawal Addition Balance per 
     1 -1-2007 2007 2007 31-12-2007
Redundancy pay provision  2,570 136 109 2,543
Other provisions  1,540 159 187 1,568
Total   4,110 295 296 4,111
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Provisions cont.
The level of the provision for redundancy pay is determined taking into account an estimate of the earning capacity of the former employees 
covered by such. The calculated obligations are discounted at an interest rate of 4%. The redundancy pay scheme will be carried out in accor-
dance with the collective labour agreement for the welfare and social services sector (CAO Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening).

Product-based accounting
The annual accounts are based on an allocation at product level which allows the performance of the organisation to be accounted for in a clear 
and measurable way. The products are grouped according to the four objectives: Legal Protection, Integration, Promoting Public Support, and 
Organisation & Association.
The costs accounted for are made up of three components:
-  costs made in connection with purchasing and outsourcing, or ‘own activities’;
-  subsidies awarded to other organisations;
-  personnel and other costs in connection with the operational organisation, or ‘operational costs’.
This latter category is shared over the separate products on the basis of the amount of time spent on such at a uniform hourly rate.

Income and expenditure own fundraising
Donations, gifts, and endowments are recognised as income from own fundraising as of the date they were received. Income from successions is 
recognised in the financial year in which the size of the successions can be reliably determined. Payments in the form of advances are provision-
ally recognised as income from successions in the financial year in which they were received.
The costs of fundraising remained within the norm set by the Central Fund Raising Agency of 25%. For the years 2005 to 2007, the costs of fund-
raising amounted to 21% of the income from fundraising. The majority of the donations were designated for general use by the donor.

In 2007, specific donations were received for the children’s holiday weeks (€ 189,000), the Diaconal Fund (€ 273,000) and the Refugee Job 
Offensive (€ 2,000). The donations for the children’s holiday weeks were used for that purpose in 2007. The donations for the Refugee Job 
Offensive and the Diaconal Fund were added to the relevant special funds.

Funding from the National Postcode Lottery Actual 2007  Budget 2007  Actual 2006
   11,907  11,400  11,225

The funding from the National Postcode Lottery (NPL) given to the Council for Refugees went up in 2007. The funding of the NPL is partly linked 
to the number of clients. The number of clients in 2007 was higher than in previous years, and also higher than projected. Furthermore, the 
growth in earnings of the NPL for 2007 were up by 4%.

Government subsidies Actual 2007  Budget 2007  Actual 2006
Legal aid councils (Raden voor Rechtsbijstand) 775  700  629
Ministry of Justice, DVB 5,014  5,100  5,015
Ministry of VROM, DI&I 1,580  1,500  1,580
Project subsidies 1,093  1,526  1,875
Totaal  8,462  8,826  9,099

Refugee Job Offensive project subsidy
In 2005, the Dutch Council for Refugees launched the Refugee Job Offensive together with its partners Emplooi, UAF, and the CWI. The Ministry 
of Social Affairs and Employment awarded a subsidy of € 3,000,000 for the period 2005 to 2008. Donors have also contributed via fundraising. 
The income and expenditure for the Refugee Job Offensive can be summarised as follows.
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     Actual 2007  Budget 2007  Actual 2006
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment 1,000  1,000  1,333
European Refugee Fund - 117  -  267
Refugee Job Offensive Special Fund 166  -  101
Total income  1,049  1,000  1.701
   
Refugee Job Offensive expenditure 1,738  1,549  2.289

The contribution of the Council for Refugees on balance 689  549  588

Other project subsidies 
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs awarded a subsidy for the project ‘Speaking Out for Refugee Rights’ under the Matra program.  
This project has the aim of supporting and advising organisations in the field of refugee work in the Ukraine, the Russian Federation,  
and Belarus. An amount of € 517,837 was awarded for the period 1 October 2005 to 31 March 2008. Of this, € 210,517 was recognised as  
income in 2007.

Expenditure in 2007
The way in which the available resources were spent in 2007 on the four objectives was as follows:

                                                                                                                                                                                      Actual 2007                                        begroting 2007                                Actual 2006
   x € 1,000 % x € 1,000 % x € 1,000 %
Legal protection (Asylum) 10,931 43 9,788 42 10,945 46
Integration 7,057 28 6,549 28 6,925 29
Public support 2,140 9 2,246 10 1,798 8
Organisation and Association 4,924 20 4,752 20 3,919 17
        
Total spent on objective 25,052 100 23,335 100 23,587 100

On balance, € 1,465,000 or 6% more was spent on the objective in 2007 than in 2006. The Refugee Job Offensive and the introduction of the 
pardon were the major reasons for this increase in expenditure.

All products and projects are grouped under ‘Legal Protection’ that are aimed at ensuring a fair, proper, and efficient asylum procedure and a 
balanced asylum policy in the Netherlands and at European level.

All products and projects are grouped under ‘Integration’ that are aimed at improving the position of refugees in Dutch society and an integrati-
on policy that is aimed at the full social participation of refugees both in the Netherlands and at European level.

The costs recognised under ‘Public Support’ concern the efforts to increase the number of Dutch people that have a positive attitude towards the 
reception and integration of refugees in the Netherlands.

‘Organisation and Association’ covers all activities aimed at creating an efficient and effective national network of Council for Refugees’ organi-
sations that operate in accordance with a common vision and recognisable activities for the target group and other interested parties.
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8.7 Organisation

At the end of 2007, 146 people were employed by the Dutch Council for Refugees (National Office and employees in the initial phase of the asy-
lum procedure) representing 124 FTEs with a 36 hour working week. At the end of 2006, 128 staff were employed (110 FTEs).

The cost of the salaries for the directors can be specified as follows:

Director  Position  Period of service   Salary costs   Gross salary 
E. Huizing Managing Director  1-1-2007 to 31-12-2007   118,681  100,599
I. Ivakić Director of Operations 1-8-2007 to  31-12-2007  34,462  28,475
   Totaal  153,143  129,074

The gross salary was calculating in accordance with the VFI guidelines. The Dutch Council for Refugees is within the norms set by the VFI and the 
Wijffels code of governance. The salary is scaled in accordance with the collective labour agreement for the welfare and social services sector.

8.8 Executive Committee and Association costs

Association costs means costs in relation to maintaining the association bodies and the organisation of specific association activities. These 
costs can be specified as follows:

Executive Committee and Association costs Actual 2007  Budget 2007  Actual 2006
National Association Executive Committee costs 39  45  40
Association Council and other costs 23  53  40    

Total  62  98  80

The members of the Executive Committee of the Association receive an allowance of € 250 per day part. The Chairman receives an amount of  
€ 325 per day part for meetings of the Executive Committee and the Association Council, and the standard allowance for all other activities. The 
maximum allowance for Executive Committee members per year is € 11,500, and for the Chairman 130% of that amount. No loans, advances, or 
guarantees are given to the Executive Committee members.

This financial annual report is a brief summary of the 2007 annual accounts. The full text of the annual accounts can be obtained on request from 
the Dutch Council for Refugees on +31 (0)20 346 72 00 or via info@vluchtelingenwerk.nl
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ASSOCIATION COUNCIL
delegate regional branch  
Ate Alkema Friesland
Gerrit Brinkman Zuid-Holland
Enno Brommet Noordwest-Holland
Margreeth Dam Zuid-Holland Noord
Piet Dofferhoff Zuidvleugel
Frans Dohmen Brabant Noordoost
Pierre Donders Gelderland Oost
Dick Doornbos Groningen
Theo Eikenbroek Maasdelta
Rob Hamelijnck Zeeland
Hanneke Hautvast Midden-Nederland 
Henk de Jong Limburg Zuid 
Martin Knol IJssel Vecht
Ko Kroesen Amstel tot Zaan
Eef van Loon Brabant Zuidoost
Herman Scholte Albers Twente
André Siebbeles Midden Gelderland
Hans van Veen Brabant de Meierij
Peter de Waard Brabant West
Jan van der Werff Gelderland Midden
Henk de Wijk Drenthe 
Yvonne Visser  Brabant Midden
vacature Gelderland Zuid
Henk de Jong  Limburg 

ExECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Harry J. van den Bergh      chairman
Jos van Gennip          vice-chairman
Lucy Schmitz           secretary
Tom Stroobach           treasurer
Jan van Zijl           executive committee member
Lydië Donner-Voríšková      executive committee member
Pauline van der Meer Mohr    executive committee member

DIRECTORS  
Edwin Huizing managing director
 (since 15 March 2006)
Jacqueline Gerritsma director of operations (interim)
 (up to 1 August 2007)
Igor Ivakić director of operations
 (since 1 August 2007)

TENDERING BUREAU FOUNDATION
(established 28 June 2007)
Chairman          Edwin Huizing
Treasurer         Wim Reinders

ADVISORy COMMITTEES

Asylum Committee 
Dr. S. Abdel Rehman
Prof. H.B. Entzinger, chairman
Mrs R.M.F. Weiler, secretary
Mrs B. van Beurden
Mr P.H.A. van Geel mr.

Prof. H. Ghorashi
Mr S.A. Kramer
Dr. S. Menéndez
Mr P.E. Minderhoud mr.
Mrs C. de Neef
Mr A.H.A. Schoorl
Mr T. Stroobach
Dr J. Werdmölder
Mrs T. Wijn-Maatman

Reception & Integration Committee
Dr. S. Abdel Rehman
Prof. H.B. Entzinger, chairman
Mrs R.M.F. Weiler, secretary
Mrs B. van Beurden
Mr P.H.A. van Geel mr.
Prof. H. Ghorashi
Mr S.A. Kramer
Dr. S. Menéndez
Mr P.E. Minderhoud mr.
Mrs C. de Neef
Mr A.H.A. Schoorl
Mr T. Stroobach
Dr J. Werdmölder
Mrs T. Wijn-Maatman

Financial Advisory Committee 
Mr P. Cassé
Mr W. van der Blom
Mr B. van Grasstek

National Complaints Committee 
Mr H. van der Leek mr., chairman
Mrs A. Kuscha, secretary
Mr C. Schouten
Mr Z. Hofman
Mr G.J. van Andel mr.

JOINT VENTURES, MEMBERSHIPS, AND 
CONSULTATION PARTNERS

Pardon
Aedes association of housing corporations
Algemene Onderwijsbond
Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers
Centre for Work and Income
GGZ Nederland (Dutch mental health care 
authority)
International Network of Local Initiatives for 
Asylum Seekers/LOGO local councils
MBO Raad
MO Groep
Pharos
Servicepunt Arbeidsmarkt MKB

International and Asylum
Bulgarian Council for Refugees

Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers
Cordaid
Croatian Law Centre
Croatian Helsinki Committee
Croatian Red Cross
Danish Refugee Council
European Council on Refugees and Exiles (ECRE)
Forum Réfugiés
Healthnet
IOM
Nidos
Pharos
Plan Nederland
PSO
SNV
Stichting Mondiale Samenleving
Tadamon Egyptian/Multicultural Refugee Council
UNHCR

Integration
Refugee Job Offensive
Capriool Circusprojecten
Centres for Work and Income
Club Adventure
The Salvation Army
NIVON
Paasheuvelgroep
OKEE Jeugdvakanties
Stichting Emplooi
Stichting Vakantiekind
Stichting Vluchteling-Studenten UAF
YMCA

Public support
Bureau Maatschappelijke Projecten (BMP)
Nationaal Comité 4 en 5 mei

Association and National Office
Immigration and Naturalisation Service
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Justice
Ministry of Housing, Neighbourhoods, and 
Integration
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment
Stichting Mondiale Samenleving
Central Fund Raising Agency
Association of Fundraising Organisations

Appendix
Association Council, Executive Committee, Executive Directors, Committees, joint ventures, 
memberships, and consultation partners
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Appendix
List of Executive Committee members and relevant details

     
NAME  APPOINTMENT/ REAPPOINTMENT POSSIBlE
 
Harry J. van den Bergh, chairman  2000  / 2008  
MAIN OCCUPATION Businessman and adviser
RElEvANT ExTERNAl POSTS  Chairman Raad van Toezicht Joods Maatschappelijk Werk  |  Chairman Stichting Vrienden van het Holland Festival
Treasurer Humanity in Action  |  Member Board Nationaal Oorlogs- en Verzetsmuseum Overloon  |  Member of the Board of Governors van de 
Hebreeuwse Universiteit in Jerusalem  |  Chairman Beleggingsfonds Joods Maatschappelijk Werk  |  Member Raad van Nesteliers (Adviescollege 
Koninklijke Marechaussee)  |  Ambassador Landelijk Bureau Bestrijding Racisme  |  Member Gemeenteraad of Amstelveen for the PvdA  |  Member 
Board Stadsregio Amsterdam  
 
Jos van Gennip, vice-chairman  2000 / 2007  
MAIN OCCUPATION Member Upper House of the States General
RElEvANT ExTERNAl POSTS  Chairman Socires  |  Chairman Permanent Committee for Foreign Affairs in the Upper House  |  Chairman Society for 
International Development, Netherlands Chapter (SID)  |  Senior Vice-President Society for International Development World Wide  |  Member 
NATO Assembly  |  General rapporteur Economic Committee of the NAVO Assembly  |  Chairman NCDO  |  Director International IDEA, Institute for 
Democracy and Elec-toral Assistance  |  Director Netherlands Institute for Multiparty Democracy  |  Member VNG Adviescommissie Gemeentelijke 
Samenwerking met Ontwikkelingslanden  |  Treasurer Stichting Bijzondere Leerstoel Vereniging Katholieke Maatschappelijke Organisaties (VKMO)

Tom Stroobach, treasurer  2000 / 2010  
MAIN OCCUPATION Lecturer History/Social Studies
RElEvANT ExTERNAl POSTS  Treasurer D66 branch Lelystad  |  Treasurer NVLM (Vakgroep van docenten maatschappijleer)

Lucy Schmitz, secretary  2004 / 2008 / 2012 
MAIN OCCUPATION Member Board ROC Midden Nederland
RElEvANT ExTERNAl POSTS  Member Board MBO Raad |  Member Supervisory Board Stichting Nuts Ohra |  Member Board Partij van de Arbeid 
Gemeente Ouder-Amstel

Jan van Zijl, executive committee member 2005 / 2009 / 2013 
MAIN OCCUPATION Chairman Raad voor Werk en Inkomen
RElEvANT ExTERNAl POSTS  Chairman Stichting Blik op Werk  |  Chairman Stuurgroep Wieringen Randmeer  |  Chairman Stichting Emplooi  |  
Chairman Stichting Chakana  |  Member Regiegroep Grijs Werkt  |  Member Stichtingsbestuur Universiteit van Tilburg  |  Member Raad van advies 
ROC- Mondriaan  |  Member Raad van advies Akkemans en partners  |  Member Raad van advies Promen  |  Member Raad van advies Stichting 
Instituut Gak-fonds

Lydië Donner-Voríšková, executive committee member 2005 / 2009 / 2013 
MAIN OCCUPATION Member Board Pels Rijcken & Droog-leever Fortuijn
RElEvANT ExTERNAl POSTS  Director/Treasurer STEK Den Haag (Stad en Kerk)  |  Member Board/Secretary LBM Den Haag  |  Chairman Diaconie 
Lukaskerk Den Haag  |  Member Board/Treasurer EKWC – Europees Keramisch Werkcentrum Den Bosch

Pauline van der Meer Mohr, executive committee member 2006 / 2010 / 2014 
MAIN OCCUPATION  Director-General ABN AMRO Bank
RElEvANT ExTERNAl POSTS  Member Supervisory Board Albert Schweitzer Hospital | Member Board European Professional Women’s Network
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